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The present work addresses a particular problem that humans and other animals
need to deal with while making their way through their environments. The environment
always affords much more possibilities for action than one could engage in. How does an
animal become attuned to one property of the environment and then switch to another one
when the circumstances begin to change? What happens when one forces a human
participant in an environment as much deprived of possibilities for action as could be
possible? The conceptual and mathematical tools of dynamical systems theory and
synergetics allow a good expression of the applicable ecological theory. The switches are
phase transitions. Phase transitions imply instabilities. In all circumstances an instability is
induced by breaking the loop of perceiving and acting, the circular coupling spanning a
perceptual system, an action system, and the environment. In the first pair of experiments,
we find that diminishing the action availability is responsible for negative hysteresis in an
affordance boundary paradigm. Negative hysteresis is a phenomenon that offers a look one
layer deeper into the dynamics of self-organized systems. In the second pair of
experiments, we find that the same logic helps explain a classical phenomenon in vision
science. The spontaneous switches between modes of perception observed with certain
types of displays have the character of an instability. Under the conditions of constant
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environment deprived of possibilities for action the perceptual system enters a dynamical
regime with no stable solution but only transiently stable alternating attractors.
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Chapter 1: Theoretical reasons for perceptual instabilities
The beginnings of many aspects of J.J. Gibson's intellectual program are to be found in
William James' radical empiricism and the work of E. Holt who was Gibson's teacher and a
student of James (Heft, 2001). This chapter rekindles one particular strand of ideas from
this tradition. The strand of ideas takes a jagged path spanning about a century. For James
perception was the realization of relational structure between knower and known in terms
of active selection from a multiplicity of potential structure. He expressed this multiplicity
in the following terms.
“The one self-identical thing has so many relations to the rest of experience that
you can take it in disparate systems of association, and treat it as belonging to
opposite contexts.” (James, 1904, p. 481)
The multiplicity of this structure becomes evident when one takes into account that for
James not only things but also relations between things are directly perceivable. There can
be multiple relations between things or between knower and known. For example, a table
affords to a cat either jumping on top of it to gain competitive advantage or hiding
underneath it when staying low is required by the circumstances.
Fast-forward about half a century or so and one finds similar implications in
Gibson's theory of direct perception. In any given situation a perceiver needs to detect a
number of properties of the environment in addition to the ones that define the main task.
In Gibson’s own words, "The world is often like a three-ring circus to a child – too many
things happening too fast ... ." (1966, p. 309). When running to catch a flying object one
needs to know if the ground affords support at each step. This itself refers to an array of
properties such as solidity, slant, and grip relative to the runner's set of effectivities. Some
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possibilities for action negate each other once coupled to their respective reciprocal
effectivities (Shaw & Turvey, 1980; Turvey, 1992). For example, the ground could afford
one's sliding forward or jumping upward but one cannot perform both actions at once.
The overabundance of possibilities for action requires selectivity—the detection of
information specific to the demands of the circumstances. Selectivity is made possible in
part through the immediate history of the particular perceptual task because visual
perception at any given moment is determined not only by the current optic array but also
by its unfolding. This is a natural thing to say from a Gibsonian perspective (Gibson, 1958,
1979) and also goes in line with the argument that ecological theories of perception need to
take an explicit history function into account (Shaw & Todd, 1980).
Affordance boundaries
The ecological literature contains a number of studies that are subsumed within one
particular general method for studying how a person might thread his or her way through
the multiplicity of the world. These are investigations of affordance boundaries where the
affordances are regarded as categorical variables and critical numbers determine the
transition between affordances. The following provides a review of the respective
literature on transitions in the perception of affordances.
Eleanor Gibson's pioneering work in affordance research first introduced some of
the aspects of the method (Adolph & Berger, 2006). Experiments within the visual cliff
paradigm reveal that mobile human babies and animals can perceive the possibility of
falling and injury. Non-self-locomoting babies and animals do not perceive this possibility.
They must first learn to locomote. A methodologically more optimal design, however,
consists of an adjustable locomotory slope. Instead of a cliff one uses a declining surface
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and as a result there is no need for a glass plate that may or may not be as transparent as the
experimenter would like (Adolph & Berger, 2006). A novel finding with slopes is the
motor-specificity of learning. After having learned to perceive which slopes afford
crawling and which do not, infants fail at the task once they start walking.
Such studies resemble psychophysical experiments where some key variable that is
suspected to play a role in the perception of a possibility for action is being incremented.
The innovation consists of shifting the focus of the studies to the detection of behaviorally
relevant properties of the environment instead of abstract micro-variables such as pitch and
light. Warren's (1984) studies mark the beginning of yet another innovative trend. First, the
focus was shifted explicitly to the animal-relative character of affordances. In respect to a
visible stairway, the transition from “able” to “unable” with respect to stepping on was
measured as a function of riser height relative to certain body measurements. Participants
from both “short” and “tall” groups transitioned when the ratio of riser height to individual
leg length had reached a value that was the same across groups. Second, it was suggested
that such ratioswork like dimensionless π numbers in some physical systems (the units
cancel out because they are the same in both the numerator and denominator) with critical
points indexing nonlinear phase transitions. For instance, the Rayleigh number for a given
fluid predicts heat transfer transitions from conduction to convection (as in the onset of
boiling). To complete the analogy with the well known physical systems, the action-scaled
ratio or π number can also be called a control parameter (Fitzpatrick, Carello, Schmidt, &
Corey, 1994; van der Kamp, Savelsbergh, & Davis, 1998). Control parameters are essential
in the mathematical study of nonlinear phase transitions (Strogatz, 1994) and also have
found wide application in the disciplines studying the organization of movement and
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behavior in general (Kelso, 1995).
The intrinsic metric for affordances may include variables such as effort. This claim
is supported by the finding that prospective effort leads to overestimations in judging
affordance boundaries and it is effective only if the participants actually intend to perform
the action corresponding to the judgmenet (Witt, Proffitt, & Epstein, 2004; but see Woods,
Philbeck, & Danoff, 2009). One can use abilities as the scaling factor to generalize the
intrinsic metric even further (Chemero, 2003). In the context of visually guided actions,
braking behavior while driving depends on the car’s maximum deceleration (Fajen, 2005).
Subjects steer toward a target when the optimal speed to intercept the target is less than the
maximum possible speed, and ahead of the target when optimal speed is greater than
maximum (Bastin, Fajen, & Montagne, 2011). This implies that the control laws for
guiding locomotion are focused on keeping the agent within the limits of the agent's current
action capability.
The necessity of methods accounting for phase-transitions
Empirical π numbers for affordance boundaries need mathematical justification.
Transitions in the recorded evolution of the affordance variable take the shape of critical
points, also called discontinuities (singularities of the first or higher-order derivatives of the
trajectory), and as such present a mathematical difficulty. Modeling a transition
mathematically by means of piecewise defined functions is problematic because such
functions usually lack proper physical foundation and imply instead the more presumptive
mathematics of logic and computer science. A transition becomes a choice point where a
logic gate of some sort puts the trajectory on a different path. In such a way one could
speculate that Gibsonian information is being used by the visual system but a higher-order
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homunculus is monitoring the information and flipping on-off switches in accord with
memorized threshold values.
Nonlinear dynamics (Strogatz, 1994), synergetics (Haken, 1978), and, generally, the
theory of self-organizing systems all handle such transitions and dispense with the need for
logic gates by replacing them with phase transitions. In this way nonlinear dynamical
modeling was used to extend the previously merely conceptual use of π numbers by giving
an explicit mathematical account of affordance transitions as the result of scaling a control
parameter (Fitzpatricket al., 1994; Frank, Richardson, Lopresti-Goodman, Turvey , 2009;
Lopresti-Goodman, Turvey, & Frank, 2011, 2013; Richardson, Marsh, & Baron, 2007).
A less explored strategy to study how an embodied agent resolves the multiplicity
of the world is to manipulate the action relevance of a task while preserving the optical
structure coupling perceiver and environment. A few studies in the ecological domain (i.e.
Heft, 1993, Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2013; Richardson et al., 2007) seem to indicate that
such manipulations have a profound effect on how perceivers experience their world.
On negative hysteresis, enhanced contrast, and the “functional distance” of the
objects of perception
If one were to treat transitions in the detection of affordances as a nonlinear
phenomenon, one would expect to find certain characteristic features of nonlinear phase
transitions in the aforementioned paradigms. Hysteresis is one such characteristic that
needs to be investigated. For example, Fitzpatrick et al. (1994) determined the critical
points in separate trials where the control parameter (surface slant) was incremented
gradually in ascending or descending fashion. The transitions in perception exhibited
hysteresis whereby the critical point was higher for ascending than for descending trials. A
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second phenomenon that sporadically appears in the literature consists of a situation where,
under appropriate conditions, the “late” phase transitions giving rise to hysteresis turn into
“early” or “premature” transitions. See Figure 1.1 for an illustration of the two types of
hysteresis. The early switching, formally referred to as negative hysteresis, is a relatively
new and not well-understood phenomenon unlike positive hysteresis that has received
extensive analytical and experimental treatment in various disciplines. For this reason,
negative hysteresis (Kochereshko, Merkulov, Pozina, Uraltsev, Yakovlev, et al., 1995) or
enhanced contrast (Tuller, Case, Ding, & Kelso, 1994), is an interesting phenomenon that
allows further investigation of the nonlinear dynamical systems that are assumed to be
constituted by agent-environment systems.

Figure 1.1. Schematized pairs of trials with ascending (black solid line) and
descending (gray dashed line) control parameter where (positive) hysteresis (a) and
negative hysteresis (b) is observed. The y-axis is treated as a categorical variable
consisting of two modes, ξ1 and ξ2. In the ecological literature the control parameter
α takes the form of an environment property scaled by an animal property.
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In the case of perceiving-acting systems, the literature suggests that increasing the
“functional distance” between perceiver and a relevant property of the environment
contributes to the decrease in the size of the hysteresis effect (Fitzpatrick, Carello, Schmidt,
& Corey, 1994; Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2011; 2013; Richardson, Marsh, & Baron, 2007;
Rooij, Bongers, & Haselager, 2002). “Functional distance” refers to the degree of the
perceiver's engagement with the relevant property. To illustrate this notion, the following
conditions of a paradigmatic affordance judgment task are listed in order of decreasing
functional distance: (1) the participant is instructed to look at and take a step on a slanted
surface, (2) only make a verbal judgment while intending to step, (3) make a verbal
judgment without actually intending to step, and (4) make a judgment about an abstract
geometrical property of the surface that is somehow related to the stepping affordance but
does not contain the affordance judgment explicitly. The last condition can be tricky to
implement, as made clear by ecological theory. If perception is of affordances by default
then a lot of effort and training is required in order for a perceiver to see past the
affordances of the world and, instead, to see in terms of the abstract mathematical and
physical quantities describing it. Not surprisingly both painters and introspectionists need
to put a lot of work into their activities.
A reasonable conjecture is that support for the functional distance argument might
follow from driving the manipulation to its limits. The paradigms that are currently
available are not action-deprived enough for the aforementioned reason—it is very hard to
devise an “action-less” task. To drive the argument to its limits one needs to take extreme
measures. Studying affordances by borrowing displays invented by Gestalt psychologists
is one such unusual measure. Such displays could involve geometric objects and apparent
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motion. It is a fundamental assumption of the current study that such displays rarely have
much to offer to the perceiver in terms of action. They can be embedded, however, in tasks
that more fully engage both the perceiving and acting abilities of the participant and we
will aim to show this in Chapter 2.
Oscillations in visual perception as perceptual instabilities
A second phenomenon, that of spontaneous oscillations in perception, is also
relevant to the question of how humans and other organisms deal with the multiplicity of
the world, although it is also harder to defend this claim (see Appendix A). An existing
body of literature addresses spontaneous perceptual oscillations as a problem of
competition among brain structures (Blake & Logothetis, 2002). Some of this literature
demonstrates the relevance of the perspective by showing quantitatively, by way of a
mathematical implementation of the theory, that a purported neural mechanism of satiation,
saturation, or habituation is responsible for the spontaneous switches back and forth
between perceptual modes (i.e., Ditzinger & Haken, 1989). In the case of the Necker cube,
the focusing needed to see either mode and isolate the competing mode involves an
unnatural restriction of eye movements that are usually freely exploring the environment
and foraging for information. The fatigue that ensues from this forced restriction of
movement eventually leads the perceiver to relax the focusing. Not surprisingly, switches
in the Necker cube tend to be accompanied by shifts in gaze (Ellis & Stark, 1978) and the
latter might even precede the former consistently (Einhäuser, Martin, & König, 2004).
In natural situations, however, none of this is observed—things do not disappear
from one's sight simply because one gets tired from staring at them. Why is it that unstable
perception is a purely laboratory phenomenon? The present aim is to make the argument
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that unstable visual tasks of the sort of the Necker cube and binocular rivalry are instances
of on-going perceptual instabilities that have the same underlying dynamical underpinning
as negative hysteresis in estimations of affordance boundaries. The shared constraint, or
lack thereof, is the absence of possibility for action. A perceptual mode is always also an
action mode and when action is absent then perception naturally fades away. To put it in the
terms of dynamical systems theory, affordance availability is proportional to the attractor
strength of the perceptual mode. And to translate this into the language used by Haken and
his colleagues (Ditzinger & Haken, 1989), the hypothesized neural habituation responsible
for oscillations in perception is itself dominated or enslaved by a higher-order macroscopic
pattern, indexed by an order parameter, sitting at the level of the agent-environment
system.
A note of clarification is needed here. Things do pop in and out of our attention in
our daily experience of the world. It is possible that the hypothesized account of
oscillations in the laboratory also applies to real world situations, or at least to the way our
visual system changes its attunement spontaneously. Why do we not experience perceptual
switches in the real world the way we experience bi- and multi-stable visual displays? The
answer to this question is to be found in the fact that the psychologist-devised displays are
impoverished both in terms of quality and quantity. First, they offer next to none in terms
of behavior-relevant environmental properties that the perceptual system could get attuned
to. Second, the options are few in number. In other words, the displays are like poorly
formulated multiple choice questions whereas in the real world the possibilities are endless.
Overview of the empirical and numerical work
Chapter 2 will address the issue of positive and negative hysteresis empirically. A
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paradigm is developed that fulfills the goals set here. The main difference with previous
paradigms is to be found in the present approach to manipulating functional distance. One
could start with a typical perceiving-acting task and try to decrease the action-relevance of
the judgment in order to obtain negative hysteresis . The strategy developed here goes in
the opposite direction. A typical Gestalt laboratory visual task where we expect to find
negative hysteresis is taken as a basis for the paradigm. It is then embedded into an
engaging tracking and moving computer game to obtain the second experimental condition.
The second condition is hypothesized to bring forth the conditions more typical of
perception-action and, consequently, positive hysteresis. The grasping transition model
(GTM2) (Frank et al., 2009; Frank, Van der Kamp, & Savelsbergh, 2010; LoprestiGoodman et al., 2011) could confirm the reasoning advanced here by placing it into a
mathematical framework. The GTM2 explains the negative hysteresis in terms of decaying
second-level dynamics of affordance availability (Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2013).
Chapter 3 shows that the same model (with a slight modification) and the same
theoretical take explain spontaneous oscillations in a perceptual instability type of
paradigm. The paradigm is extended to address two additional issues that are specific to the
paradigm. Evidence is presented that spontaneous oscillations (at least in the given task)
appear as a bifurcation. Additionally, evidence is provided that the given motiondependent phenomenon can occur even without the movement in the display. An
explanation based on Gibsonian notions and definitions can handle all aspects of the result
in contrast to the sort of neuroanatomical explanations that rely on movement-dependent
suppression among functionally specialized nervous system regions.
The overarching theme of Chapter 4 is the concept of metastability. First, some
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issues pertaining to newer trends in the application of dynamical systems theory are
discussed (i.e. metastability, transient dynamics, permanently unstable systems, asymptotic
stability). Second, the chapter presents a modified version of the model that can handle data
of the affordance transition type data and of the perceptual oscillations type. An additional
contribution that the mathematical work makes is that it demonstrates the control parameter
in the affordance transition experiments can be understood as an imperfection or detuning
parameter.
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Chapter 2: Negative hysteresis and functional distance
An experiment was conducted to determine the hysteresis properties of perceptual mode
switching under different conditions. Pilot studies promised that the paradigm developed
here could address questions arising from the existing literature. First, is there a definite
pattern in the conditions that bring about positive and negative hysteresis (see Figure 1.1 in
Chapter 1 for an illustration of the two types of mode switching)? The work of LoprestiGoodman et al. (2011, 2013) suggests that the so-called negative hysteresis phenomenon is
related to passivity or limited enaction related to the affordance. When participants are
merely making verbal reports about what is being afforded rather than engaging in the
actual behavior they are more likely to switch early from one mode to another.
Second, does the hysteresis effect depend upon the amount of time it takes to
progress through the sequence of presentations? In the case it does, there is a need to
hypothesize what underlies the effect of time. Time in itself cannot cause anything; it is
always something happening in time that is underlying the effect when one observes
experimentally an effect of time. For instance, the size and sign of the hysteresis effect in
some physical systems have been shown to depend on the rate at which the control
parameter is being modulated, with low rate a necessary condition for negative hysteresis
(Choi, White, Wood, Dodson, Vasavada, et al., 1999 ; Pisarchik, Kuntsevich, Meucci, &
Allaria, 2001). If a perception-action mode is in some sense an active system subject to
decay irrespective of the experimental conditions then the transitions should depend
strongly on the temporal characteristics of the trial and less so on the characteristics of the
task. The longer a perception mode is maintained, the more unstable it should become
because it is subject to decay related to the resources maintaining it. The following scenario
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needs to be addressed to test this possibility: Are time and number of repetitions
instrumental in generating the early switches among perceptual modes? It should be tested
whether longer trials or trials with a greater number of rounds will lead to an increased
magnitude of the negative hysteresis and increase of a habituation constant identified in the
current exposition of hysteresis phenomena in affordance tasks, namely, GTM2 (see
below).
Third, could it be that the type of response (manual versus verbal) is the crucial
determinant rather than something theoretically important about completing or breaking the
perception-action cycle? Do verbal versus full-body responses impose differential
constraints on switching between behaviors? A paradigm is needed where the trivial
differences in responding are eliminated. To test the “type of response” hypothesis a
paradigm was implemented where the mechanics of the response are the same across
conditions but an important difference in the way information is used to inform action
exists. Namely, information obtained by way of coupling with the optic medium may or
may not inform bodily action.
It is not perfectly clear yet why verbal/analytical judgments (Heft, 1993) would
result in the “early” transitions and active performance would result in the “late” transitions
as schematized in Figure 1.1. The explanation proposed here is grounded on ecological
thinking about the role and ontology of perception. Perception is primarily for and by way
of action. More specifically, perception is a stable dynamic pattern of sensorimotor
coordination possessing a functional role within the larger context of the organism's goals
and history (Buhrmann, Di Paolo, & Barandiaran, 2013). This implies that a destabilized
perceptual mode is an “empty” one; through it a perceptual system finds itself resonating to
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an environmental property that does not afford action. This idea has been described in
terms of breaking the circuit of a sensorimotor coordination pattern (Buhrmann, Di Paolo,
& Barandiaran, 2013). It has also been described as lack of the environmental part of a pair
of dispositions shared between perceiver and environment that, in such manner, leaves the
perceiver in an “open loop” state (Fuchs, 2011).
These ideas can be elaborated by framing them within the efforts to formalize
perception-action. Turvey's (1992) attempt for a formal definition of the concept of
affordance will be used as a test bed. The juxtaposition of an agent Z with the disposition to
perform an action q made possible in an environment X with a property p complementing
the disposition q forms an environment-agent system Wpq = j(Xp,Zq). The complementary
properties p and q, by actualizing each other, select each other out from the larger arrays m
and n that contain all potential properties of the particular environment and agent,
respectively.
What dispositions to act do typical Gestalt displays help actualize? It could be
speculated that they afford some primitive actions of the visual system such as focusing,
tracking, and searching. These primitive actions are far removed from the usually larger
context of meaningful interactions with an environment that an agent is engaged in
incessantly and that also defines the intentional character of perception. It would follow
that negative hysteresis is a consequence of the low behavioral valence of the particular p-q
pairings one finds in the typical trial. The visual system found in a coupling Wpq
destabilized in this manner is bound to transition to a new one, Wp'q', as soon as a new
property p' is available.
Maximum grip, also optimal grip, a notion popularized by Merleau-Ponty, a
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philosopher of perception whose work Gibson was familiar with (Heft, 2001), is very
useful here in explaining the constant drive towards a strong p-q pairing in an intentional
agent. According to Merleau-Ponty, all perceiving organisms are constantly being driven to
achieve optimal coupling with their immediate surroundings (Dreyfus, 1996, 2007). The
coupling that Merleau-Ponty has in mind fulfills the preceding criteria. First, the coupling
ensures that perception informs the behavior and attitude of the perceiver and works within
a closed loop spanning the environment. Second, the coupling self-reinforces itself so as to
maximize the relevance of the perceiver's set of skills and abilities within the current
situation. This is described in a language that resembles the equilibrium thermodynamical
systems of Gestalt psychologists and of cybernetic control systems: the drive is the result of
a gradient over a function of deviation or mismatch between body set and environment
where maximum or optimal grip is an equilibrium solution. Dreyfus calls this a bodyenvironment gestalt (2007, p. 255). Maximum grip is always engaged on-line control just
like posture control which is but an instance of this drive. Importantly, maximum grip is
not only implicated in optimizing actions but in the switching among actions (out of
multiple possibilities) that are perceived to be available and pressing (Rietveld, 2008).
Maximum grip can also be thought of as a continuation of a notion introduced
earlier by Gibson's adviser. Holt's adient response is “an ongoing cyclical process of
stimulation and responding against that same stimulus in order to gain more of it” (Heft,
2001, p. 138). The concept is meant to stress the synergetic character of the relation
between environment and behaving organism. What maximal grip contributes is to take
Holt's adient response and give it the status of an underlying principle, a driver of
perception that is always operational by default and logically primary to perception.
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Consider Appendix B for an intuitive example of maximum grip.
Given the theoretical discussion above one can predict that positive hysteresis is
more likely to occur in action-coupled perceptual judgments (small functional distance)
whereas negative hysteresis is more likely to occur in bare, “impoverished” perceptual
judgments (large functional distance). Additionally, time itself or number of trials is
expected to be less important than performance condition.
Perceptual Judgment and Action Task Implementation
Most studies so far have sought to bring forth early changes in affordance
perception transitions by embedding participants in an ecologically meaningful task and
then trying to draw them away from the situation by asking the participants to make verbal
reports about what they feel the environment affords but not actually engage the
corresponding effectivity. The present approach starts from the opposite end of the
spectrum. It begins with a paradigm that is very close to being behaviorally meaningless—
abstract judgments about jumping circles of light on a black screen with no texture
gradients, no surfaces, and no space—and is augmented by embedding it into a video game
consisting of tracking a target object that is moving among other similar objects.
The paradigm is developed on the basis of a recent extension of a familiar Gestalt
phenomenon of apparent motion. Wertheimer's (1912) φ- and β-phenomena are an
appropriate instantiation of multistable perception. In their original form, φ- and βphenomena. involving just two stroboscopically flashed dots are too symmetric, and as
such they are unstable, thus creating a methodological issue. Augmenting the array to
involve an arbitrary number of dots arranged in a circle, what the authors dubbed “magniphi”, appears to solve this problem (Steinman, Pizlo, & Pizlo, 2000), that is, magni-phi
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allows for clear and reliable responses by the participants.
Depending on how fast the frames are updated one sees either a contour-less
shadow moving on top of a stationary ring of dots with no gap in the arrangement (φ or
Wertheimer's pure object-less movement) or the dots being displaced one by one to fill a
gap in the arrangement (β or optimal movement). In particular, if a dot is displaced
clockwise to fill the gap, a new gap is opened at its previous location which in its turn is to
be occupied by the next dot standing in anti-clockwise direction, and so on.
A less stable configuration exists where all dots are grouped in a ring with a gap in
it where the whole structure is moving as a single solid unit. The initial goal was to
incorporate this form of the apparent motion phenomenon as a third perceptual mode but
pilot trials proved it very unreliable, at least with the parameters of the task used here. It is
known that the different modes of the φ-β complex also depend on the visual angle among
the elements (Shaw, Flascher, & Mace, 1996). Most pilot participants had trouble even
seeing it. For this reason the grouped version of β was not taken in consideration further.
To conclude, in the current study the manipulation of the environment to produce a
change in the available properties was performed by way of the intermittently incremented
display update rate, heretofore called α. It thus played a role analogous to a control
parameter in the affordance transition paradigms.
Action Task. The augmented apparent motion phenomenon implemented for the
purposes of the current study was used in a perceptual judgment (classifying) task and a
moving object identity (tracking) task. A single presentation round consisted of the
participant observing the motion on the screen for a few seconds and then making a
response with the computer mouse in two different possible ways depending on condition
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of performance. Participants had five seconds to make a response between rounds. The
value of the update rate α was held constant within a round of presentation but was
incremented gradually between rounds. A trial consisted of a sequence of such rounds
corresponding to different update rates α distributed according to an exponential function
(see Figure 2.1). The reason to use an exponential function for α more densely distributed
for higher frequencies was that pilot studies and previous published studies using
comparable designs dealing with apparent motion phenomena (Kruse, Carmesin, Pahlke,
Strüber, & Stadler, 1996) found that participants' sensitivity to changes of frequency
seemed to follow a roughly linear relation with the logarithm of the frequency. In the two
types of trials—ascending and descending—the control parameter α was gradually
incremented from its minimum to its maximum and from its maximum to its minimum,
respectively.
In the passive observation, perceptual judgment condition (classification) two words
appeared on the screen at the end of the round and the participants clicked either of the
words to indicate their judgment. In the active performance, moving object identity
condition (tracking) the round first began with a one-second presentation of a static frame
during which an extra object on the screen pointed to a particular dot, the “target” dot. At
the end of the presentation round, after the motion had stopped, the participants clicked
what they believed to be the target dot.
A short storyline given with the instructions accompanied the task in the tracking
condition. The objects on the screen stood for the casings of bullets. One of the bullets, the
one indicated as a target by the initial reference, was a real bullet whereas the rest were
blanks. Accordingly, the task of the participants at the end of the rotation was to point to
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the target bullet out of the array of identically looking objects. In this way the design
implements the perceptual judgment task as a subsidiary task, what Heft (1993) suggests is
an appropriate way to test affordance selection while drawing the participants away from
an analytical attitude.
Exactly how does bullet-tracking relate to φ and β perception? Because of the
nature of the apparent motion phenomenon used here, during φ a shadow is seen to circle
on top of the array of dots and the target is perceived to remain fixed at its initial location,
hence participants clicked the initial location. On the other hand, during β the dots are seen
to be displaced one by one and for this reason at the end of the presentation round the target
is seen to have stopped at a location different from its initial location. The computer
program made sure that the predicted final target location for β-tracking would be located
within the opposite half of the array relative to the initial target location corresponding to
φ-tracking. In this way the perceptual mode that the participant relied upon to perform the
task could be inferred reliably from the participant's choice of final target location. Whether
β or φ was perceived was determined based on which predicted target location the response
was closer to. This method also allowed that error in tracking be calculated in the active
performance condition.
GTM2 for hysteresis phenomena
A model developed previously for hysteresis phenomena, the so-called GTM2
model, provided a mathematical expression of the present theory (Frank et al., 2009; Lopresti-Goodman et al. 2011, 2013). The model is based on work by Haken and colleagues
(Ditzinger & Haken, 1989; Ditzinger, Tuller, Haken, & Kelso, 1997; Haken, 1991). It incorporates important properties such as winner-takes-all dynamics and parameter dynamics
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by way of time-scale separation. The theoretical stance of synergetics (Haken, 1978) is that
low-dimensional patterns in behavior (such as attunement to and coordination with different action possibilities in the environment) can be regarded and modeled as order parameters—macroscopic patterns of coordination of a complex self-organizing system—by analogy with a wide range of physical and biological systems such as lasers and morphogenesis
where macroscopic modes emerge under appropriate conditions and enslave the microscopic behavior of the system.
The model has two levels. Level-1 is very general. It formalizes the dynamics of the
order parameters, and is virtually the same across all instantiations. It consists of a mathematically minimal set of equations that incorporate asymptotically stable behavior of the
fixed points, parametrically modifiable competition, and winner-takes-all dynamics,
2

3

ξ̇ 1=λ 1 ξ 1−g ξ2 ξ1−ξ1
ξ̇2 =λ 2 ξ 2−g ξ21 ξ2−ξ32

(2.1)

The system can potentially incorporate any number of order parameters:
ξ̇ k =ξ k (λ k −g Σ Nm !=k , m=1 ξ2m−ξ3k ) .

(2.2)

The parameters λk, called attention parameters (Haken, 1991) or availability parameters
(Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2011, 2013), essentially determine the stability of the modes ξk,
ξ1 =√ λ1 , ξ2=0 for λ1 >λ 2 /g
.
ξ1 =0 , ξ2= √ λ 2 for λ2 >λ 1 /g

(2.3)

A solution where both modes are “active” is not possible when noise affecting the evolution of the modes is assumed. Evolution of mode stability (the basins of attraction) is
achieved by way of parameter dynamics. Level-2—t he level of the parameter dynamics—i
s where most of the innovation appears. For the model dealing with negative hysteresis
(Richardson et al., 2009; Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2013) Level-2 is assumed to operate on
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a slower time scale and the solutions are taken in a time-discrete fashion in accord with the
discrete character of the response sequence in several of the affordance transition paradigms. First, the availability parameters take the form of a mixture of “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” parts
λ 1=L1 (n)−α
λ 2=L2 (n)+α

,

(2.4)

where α is the control parameter and is the only experimentally-controlled variable. In the
previous cases α was the body-scaled size of the object to be grasped, whereas in the
present work it is the frame update rate scaled by what we determined theoretically to be a
maximal rate for object tracking in the given context (20 Hz or 50 ms, see Appendix C).
The availability parameters decay as
L1 (n+1)=L1 (n)−1/T [ L1 (n)−s 1 ] .
L2 (n+1)=L2 (n)−1/T [ L2(n)−s 2 ]

(2.5)

The parameter T>1 makes sure that the Level-2 dynamics are slower than Level-1 dynamics. Eq. 2.4 simply states that the intrinsic part of the availability parameters quickly converges to the values of s1 and s2. These are set in a binary fashion to either of two values according to the rule
s 1={ L1,0 −h , ξ1 >0 ,
L1,0 , ξ1≈0

s2={ L2,0−h , ξ 2> 0 .
L2,0 , ξ2≈0

(2.6)

Eq. 2.6 is where the negative feedback or negative auto-regulation from the state of the perceptual modes takes place. When a mode is “active”, ξk>0, its corresponding stability-determining parameter Lk (and from there λk) begins to decay as h. When a mode is “inactive”,
ξk=0, Lk is returned to the default initial values (L1,0 = 1 and L2,0 for L1 and L2, respectively).
For h>0 the availability/attention parameters decay when their corresponding perceptual
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modes are active and this leads to decreased stability of the respective modes and earlier
switching, negative hysteresis, to the alternative mode as α is incremented. Conversely,
when h = 0 the Level-2 dynamics quickly converge to a constant value, that is, Lk are constant throughout the trial and the parameter dynamics “cancel out”. In such cases the positive hysteresis cycle is observed. Additional algebraic work (Lopresti-Goodman et al.,
2013) allows for this set of equations and standardized parameters the precise value of the
habituation parameter h, the competition parameter g, and L2,0 to be calculated directly
from the empirically observed affordance boundaries or perceptual transitions, see Appendix D.
A note of clarification is needed here to explain the role of the “logic” in Eq. 2.6. As
explained in Chapter 1, one of the essential contributions of bifurcation theory is to make
obsolete the use of logic gates to model transitions in behavior. Why then, the careful
reader would ask, are logic gates reintroduced here through the back door? It is important
to realize that the form that Eq. 2.6 takes here is only assumed for simplicity in order to facilitate the analytical treatment of the model. In this way specific values for the parameters
can be calculated easily. For the purpose of logical consistency Eq. 2.6 could be replaced
with one that involves a sharp analytical sigmoid function that would play the same
“switching” role but would make the analytical work more complicated. In comparison,
consider the “fast threshold modulation” (FTM) systems that fulfill exactly this strategy
(Somers & Kopell, 1993; Kopell & Somers, 1995). This point would become even more
important in the future if a system with more than a pair of modes is to be considered. In
such case the “logic” in the switching part of the model will start looking more and more
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like an algorithm consisting of a list of if-then instructions unless a mathematical analytical
approach is taken.
General Method
Materials and Apparatus
A desktop computer with a CRT screen capable of 120 Hz update rate and a mouse
were used to perform the task. The participant sat on a chair behind an office desk with the
monitor on it and used the mouse to make responses as required. A custom Matlab script
employing the capabilities for real-time control of video material of the PsychoPhysics
Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Pelli & Zhang, 1991) implemented data collection
and all visual aspects of the task.
A single frame of the optical component of the task consists of a black background,
nine white dots, .3° visual angle, with smaller yellow dots centered inside making them
resemble the back sides of bullet casings. The dots are arranged in a circular formation
spanning a 1.5° visual angle in the center of the screen. One dot is covered with a black
mask such that the dot is effectively missing from the formation. In preparation of each
frame the mask is displaced to the following dot in a clockwise direction. Consequently, the
mask is traveling around the formation making each dot disappear when covered and
reappear in the following frame. The location of the mask at the first frame of the
presentation is chosen randomly.
An error was defined as a response deviating from both of the two possible correct
target locations by an angle greater than the angle between two adjacent objects in the
circular array. The initial and final target locations varied randomly across rounds of
presentation.
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Figure 2.1. The frame update rate functions α in the two experiments. Sixteen and
29 distinct values of the control parameter were used in Experiments 1A and 1B,
respectively. In comparison to Experiment 1A, larger intervals in the upper end of
the control parameter and lower intervals in the middle and low end were used in
Experiment 1B.

Design
The first independent variable, presentation order, consisted of two types of trials—
ascending and descending α. The second independent variable, task, consisted of two types
of performance conditions—active task (tracking) and passive task (observation,
classifying) (see Figure 2.2). In a two (presentation order) by two (task) fully repeated
measures design each participant performed a single trial in each of the four groups. The
spacing of the α control parameter was changed between the two experiments, 1A and 1B,
and assumed the role of a third, between-subjects factor when the two experiments were
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analyzed together as a single two by two by two mixed-design.

A

beads (β)

Step 1 (~1 s): Static display
Step 2 (~ 5 s): Rotation
Step 3 (~ 5 s): Static. Click
the word describing what was
seen to be moving.

shadow (φ)

B

φ

Step 1 (~1 s): Static display
and target casing indicated
Step 2: (~5 s): Rotation
Step 3 (~5 s): Static. Click
anywhere to indicate the final
position of the target bead.

β

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the display and participant's action in the conditions of
classifying (a) and tracking (b). In (a) participants are instructed to click the
representative word. In (b) participants click a particular bead. The right panel (b)
presents a sample configuration of initial location of the target (black star),
predicted final locations according to the two apparent movement phenomena, and a
final response (gray star) indicating β-tracking and a small error.

The first dependent variable, αcritical, was given by the mode transitions in each trial.
Specifically, αcritical was defined as the value of α where the first transition occurred within
the trial. Additional dependent variables were calculated from the αcritical values as described
in the Analysis section below. First, the level of α corresponding to a 50% chance of β
response was calculated across participants. Second, the GTM2 parameters g, competition
among modes, h, self-attenuation of an active mode, and L2,0, default offset in the impact of
the control parameter α on the availability parameters were calculated (see Appendix D).
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Participants
A total of 23 participants (13 in Experiment 1A and 10 in Experiment 1B), all
students taking an introductory class in psychology at University of Connecticut
participated in exchange for credit. The experimental procedure was approved by the
University's Institutional Review Board. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and reported using the mouse predominantly with their right hands.
Procedure
After completing an informed consent form the participant was introduced to the
experimental setup. The location of the participant's chair was adjusted such that viewing
distance from the monitor was 80 cm. Participants were asked not to lean forward in order
to insure consistent viewing distance among participants. What followed was a sequence of
a number of individual rounds of demonstration and practice presentation in both the active
and passive task and involving α values taken from the two extremes of the α spectrum.
The exact number of preparation rounds ranged around 10 depending on how much
practice the participants felt was needed to be sure that they understood the task and could
perform it. If initially participants had trouble seeing the typical form of β and instead first
reported seeing the less-stable grouped rotation of the whole array they were asked to
perform additional practice rounds where they trained themselves to perform the active task
by tracking the individual dots and not the whole array.
Participants were asked to avoid moving the mouse during the presentation round in
ways that would have helped their tracking of the target. Following this, four experimental
trials were performed. The sequence of trials was randomized across the four possible
combinations of conditions but kept blocked for task.
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Analysis
The dependent variable αcritical—the value of α corresponding to a transition between
modes in each trial—was estimated by picking the first transition away from the mode with
which a given trial was started. This implies that if the participants exhibited switching
back and forth between modes the additional switches did not have an effect on the
estimated αcritical.
Bootstrap method for hysteresis detection. A different test for hysteresis could be
performed using a statistical procedure that determines whether two curves similar to the
ones found in psychophysical estimation procedures can be said to be overlapping or
displaced left or right from each other (Cos, Bélanger, & Cisek, 2011; Cos, Medleg, &
Cisek, 2012). Of primary interest was whether the proportion of β responses from all
responses shown as a function of α is shifted left or right as conditions of performance are
changed. The technique is based on the bootstrapping method (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993)
and compares the value of a statistic of displacement against the confidence intervals
calculated from a distribution representing the null hypothesis and derived from shuffled
versions of the data used to calculate the original measure. The statistic obtained within
each experiment and performance condition is D, the difference of the control parameters
in the ascending and descending conditions corresponding to a 50% probability of β
response across participants as derived from a fitted sigmoidal curve typically used in
psychophysical estimations of thresholds. Equation (2.7)
q

e
p=
, q=a log( α )+ b ,
q
1+e

n

pi =∑ j=1 Aij /n

is fitted separately for ascending and descending trials where pi is the proportion of β

(2.7)
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responses across participants for a given value of the control parameter αi. In Equation 2.7
the variable A=[x1 x2 … xn] is an m x n matrix consisting of the binary column vectors x
that contain an individual participant's series of responses as one for β and zero for φ, n is
the number of participants, with n=13 in Experiment 1A and n=10 in Experiment 1B, and
m is the number of distinct control parameter values. After fitting the data and estimating
the parameters a and b, Equation 2.7 can be solved for log(α) using p=.5. Doing so
separately for ascending and descending conditions allows one to calculate D=log(αascending)
– log(αdescending), a measure of the horizontal shift between the two separate curves for
ascending and descending conditions.
The next step is to obtain a bootstrap probability distribution for the shuffled D*,
with Ho: D=0. It is computed iteratively using the same fitting procedure as just described
but from shuffled data sets that include both ascending and descending trials, that is,
log(αascending*) and log(αdescending*) are calculated by sampling all vectors x randomly and with
replacement. This means that each pass of the iteration different matrices A are made by
randomly and with replacement picking n vectors x from both groups of ascending and
descending trials. Iteratively, B values of D* were computed to make a bootstrap empirical
probability distribution P(D*). The value of B=103 was determined such that the choice of
B did not affect the result, that is, B was taken from the saturation domain of the method,
i.e. setting B=104 and higher would produce the same results. Using the method of
percentiles (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) the empirical D is compared against P(D*) and
decided to be significantly higher or lower than the mean of P(D*) if it fell outside the
magnitude of the critical percentile, that is, the 90th, 95th, or 99th percentile (for p<.1, p<.05,
and p<.01, respectively) if testing whether D is greater than zero and 1st, 5th, or 10th
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percentile (for p<.1, p<.05, and p<.01, respectively) if testing whether D is less than zero.
Parameter estimation for GTM2. The grasping transition model (GTM2) was
developed for the purpose of understanding the dynamics of affordance perception or the
perceptual aspect of agent-environment systems (Frank et al., 2009; Frank et al., 2010;
Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2011, 2013). The parameters for each pair of ascending and
descending trials can be estimated using the formulas prepared earlier (Lopresti-Goodman
et al., 2013). The parameters g (competition among modes), h (habituation, decay of an
active mode), and L2,0, are thus calculated from the observed critical values of the control
parameter and a limiting factor parameter on one of the perceptual modes.
Experiment 1A
Method
Materials and Apparatus. The sixteen presentations in a trial had a mean duration
of 6.30 s. The update rates α=:e(-.4+.28n), n∈N0[1:16], ranged from about 1.20 to 60 Hz.
Results
Errors were rare. Only 7.21% of the presentation rounds in the active performance
condition across participants lead to mistakes in tracking implying that the task was
feasible and that participants understood the requirements of the task.
Observed αcritical. This parameter was higher for ascending trials (M=13.29 ,
SD=3.68) than for descending trials (M=6.25 , SD=2.63) in the active performance task.
The relation was reversed in the passive observation condition with the mean αcritical lower in
ascending trials (M=8.38 , SD=2.88) than in descending trials (M=8.94 , SD=4.00), see
Figure 2.3a.
A two by two repeated measures ANOVA found no main effect of task,
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F(1,12)=2.22, p=.16. An effect of presentation order was found, F(1,12)=58.66, p<.001,
such that αcritical was higher for ascending trials than for descending trials. An interaction
between the two factors was found as well, F(1,12)=14.16, p<.01. Pairwise comparisons
showed a significant difference between the ascending and descending mean transition
values in the active performance task, p<.001, but not in the passive observation task,
p=.56. Additionally, ascending trials tended to switch earlier in the passive condition than
in the active performance condition, p<.01, but the difference found for the descending
trials was not significant, p=.07.
Determining αcritical by curve fitting and testing using the bootstrap method. The
bootstrap methodrevealed that the difference in the sigmoidal fit (see Figure 2.4a) at
response rate equal to 50% between the ascending and descending trials (DExp1,Game=.547)
exceeded the 99th percentile of the bootstrap distribution representing the null hypothesis
that the ascending and descending response trajectories follow the same trajectory, i.e. the
magnitude of the hysteresis was significantly higher than zero (p<.01). In the classifying
condition (see Figure 2.4b) DExp1,Observe= –.202 was exceeded by the 8th percentile and it is
significantly lower than zero at p<.1.
Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 1A was to manipulate the type of hysteresis in a
perceptual judgment task. The experiment was successful in that the manipulation proposed
here proved effective in affecting the hysteresis size. Participants tended to switch between
perceptual modes later in the trial in the active performance condition than in the passive
observation condition. Specifically, a positive hysteresis transition was found in the
tracking task (active performance) and tentative evidence for negative hysteresis was found
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in the observation task (passive performance). In the latter case, using the critical
parameters obtained from direct observations and the curve fitting method, negative
hysteresis and critical boundary-type transitions were found at the level of individual
performance. Statistically, the hysteresis size in the observation task was zero indicating
that on average the transitions were closer to a critical boundary.
Experiment 1B
A further manipulation is needed to test for the hypothesized inferiority of the effect
of time (pure mode decay). An obvious option is to repeat Experiment 1A but with trials of
varying length. A slightly different manipulation was opted for. In Experiment 1B the
sequence of the control parameter covered the same frequency range and the same overall
amount of time as Experiment 1A, but consisted of rounds of presentation that were shorter
in duration and greater in number. Additionally, the step size at the upper end of the
frequency range of Experiment 1B was increased relative to Experiment 1A and decreased
in the middle and lower end.
This change was necessary for two reasons. First, a manipulation related to the pace
of evolution of the control parameter was needed in order to determine whether hysteresis
properties are dependent at least partially on the amount of time a participant has spent in a
given mode irrespective of the current value of the control parameter. Redistributing the
control parameter also provided an opportunity to address a second issue that emerged after
observing the data from Experiment 1A. Participants sometimes switched back and forth
between modes while in the multistable range of the control parameter when performing
the passive (classification) task. This behavior was observed consistently in another study
of action-less perceptual judgments about affordances that also demonstrated negative
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hysteresis (van Rooij, Bongers, & Haselager, 2002). This type of behavior is consistent
with our hypothesis that the same dynamics in the form of perceptual instabilities underlie
both spontaneous fluctuations of the sort found in visual displays such as the Necker cube
and the tendency to switch early in the incremented control parameter design that gives rise
to negative hysteresis or reduced positive hysteresis. Using the language of dynamical
systems theory, the middle portion of the control parameter space leads to bi-stable
behavior in the active task and transiently stable behavior in the passive task.
The distribution of the control parameter (see Figure 2.1) was modified so as to
increase the density of separate presentation rounds in the middle region of the control
parameter space and also increased the overall number of presentation rounds within a trial.
In this way, the opportunity for spontaneous switching back and forth between perceptual
modes was greater. The presentation round was shortened such that the whole trial lasted
roughly the same amount of time as the trial in Experiment 1A. It was hypothesized that a
greater number of switches between modes (in addition to the first transition that is present
in all trials) would be seen in the passive observation trials.
Two less important changes were introduced, one of which was non-noticeable by
the participants. First, the mouse pointer was made to disappear during the presentation
round and reappear when the response was required so that the participants could not use it
as a point of reference during tracking. Second, the experimental program recorded the
reaction time preceding each response, thus allowing for the time-series analysis of
reaction times as a function of trial or proximity to transition.
The analysis of the additional dependent variable of reaction times could shed light
on two hypotheses. It has been argued that judgments under conditions of passive
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observation are more analytical (Heft, 1993) and thus would probably take longer,
especially in the portion of the trial where both modes are available. Alternatively, in a
study of affordance judgments Fitzpatrick et al. (1994) found increased reaction times
around the transition point but interpreted these as signature manifestation of reduced
stability around a nonequilibrium phase transition. In the context of the current study an
increase in reaction times found only in proximity to transitions in the passive task would
be consistent with the hypothesized analytical character of performance under such
conditions. On the other hand, if the increase were found under both active and passive
performance conditions then the reaction time measure would yield better to an
interpretation in terms of decreased stability around a nonequilibrium phase transition.
Method
Materials and Apparatus. A trial consisted of twenty-nine presentation rounds
with a mean duration of 2.80 s. The update rates were defined piecewise. The first values
beginning with 60 Hz decayed faster than in Experiment 1A, then they were defined as
α=:e(-.9+.1n); n∈N0[11:29], and in overall ranged from about 1.20 to 60 Hz. See Figure 2.1 for
an illustration of the control parameter sequence.
Results
Errors were rare. 6.55% of the presentation rounds in the active performance
condition across participants led to mistakes in tracking implying that the task was feasible
and that participants understood the requirements of the task.
Observed αcritical. The value of the control parameter at transition was higher for
ascending trials (M=12.19, SD=3.66) than for descending trials (M=7.33, SD=2.22) in the
active performance task. The relation was reversed in the passive observation condition
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with the mean αcritical lower in ascending trials (M=7.49, SD=2.19) than in descending trials
(M=12.55, SD=6.93), see Figure 2.3b.
A two by two fully repeated measures ANOVA found no main effect of task,
F(1,9)<1, or presentation order, F(1,9)<1. An interaction between the two factors was
found, F(1,9)=13.90, p<.01. Pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference between
the ascending and descending trial mean transition values in tracking, p<.01, but not in
classifying, p=.087. Additionally, ascending trials tended to switch earlier in the more
passive classifying condition with respect to the more active tracking condition, p<.01, and,
similarly, descending trials tended to switch earlier in the classifying condition than in the
tracking condition, p<.05.

Figure 2.3. Mean (SE) αcritical per conditions of performance and trial direction in
Experiment 1A (left) and Experiment 1B (right).
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Determining αcritical by curve fitting and testing using the bootstrap method.
With respect to the bootstrap method, we found that the difference in the sigmoidal fit in
the tracking condition (see Figure 2.4c) DExp2,Game=.399 exceeded the 99th percentile of the
bootstrap distribution, i.e. it was significantly higher (p<.01). In the classifying condition
(see Figure 2.4d) DExp2,Observe=-.202 was exceeded by the 3th percentile, i.e. it was
significantly lower than the mean of the bootstrap distribution of horizontal distances
(p<.05).

Figure 2.4. Proportions of β responses per update frequency across participants within
ascending (filled triangles) or descending (open triangles) trials are shown separately for
Experiment 1A tracking (a) and classifying (b) performance conditions and Experiment 1B
tracking (c) and classifying (d) performance conditions. The obtained fits are shown in
continuous solid and dashed lines.
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Spontaneous switching. Three trials exhibited multiple switches back and forth
between modes. A single trial found in classifying exhibited multiple switches back and
forth whereas two trials found in tracking comprised a single return after the first transition.
Reaction times. Figure 2.5 suggests that in two groups—tracking in ascending
trials and classifying in descending trials—the time to settle into a response might be
lengthened around the transition of perceptual modes.

Figure 2.5. The average reaction times in Experiment 1B (standard deviation as
error bars) as a function of distance from the first transition, shown separately in the
four combinations of performance and presentation order conditions.
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Re-analysis of the observed αcritical across both Experiments 1A and 1B. Given
that Experiments 1A and 1B differed only in terms of the spacing of the presentation
rounds within the trials, the two data sets can be combined in a 2 by 2 by 2 mixed-design
with the two types of control parameter distribution as a between-subject factor. In this
augmented data set, a mixed-design ANOVA found no main effect of experiment (trial
spacing), F(1,21)<1, a main effect of trial direction, F(1,21)=5.10, p<.05, no interaction of
experiment with type of performance, F(1,21)<1, an interaction of experiment with trial
direction, F(1,21)=5.43, p<.05, and no three-way interactions, F(1,21)<1. An interaction
between the type of performance and trial direction was found, F(1,21)=28.34, p<.001.
Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between the ascending and
descending trials mean transition values in tracking, p<.001, (a positive difference) and in
classifying, p<.05 (a negative difference). Additionally, ascending trials tended to switch
earlier in classifying with respect to tracking, p<.001, and, similarly, descending trials
tended to switch earlier in classifying than in tracking, p<.01.
Discussion
Experiment 1B also demonstrated the effectiveness of the more active tracking
versus the less active classifying manipulation in that participants tended to switch earlier
towards the new mode in classifying in both ascending and descending trials and the
hysteresis size was reduced relative to tracking. The bootstrap method statistically
demonstrated positive hysteresis in tracking and negative hysteresis in classifying.
It was hypothesized that spontaneous recurrent switches between modes must
accompany negative hysteresis and this behavior must be revealed if a greater number of
presentation rounds and responses were introduced in the middle section of the control
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parameter space. Such spontaneous fluctuations (or perceptual instabilities), however,
occurred conclusively1 in only one trial of classifying. It would be premature to discard the
hypothesis, however, because of uncertainty that the transformation of the control
parameter sequence was powerful enough. It could be the case that longer trials with even
slower evolution of the control parameter, and within the unstable domain, is required.
More sophisticated design might also contribute by properly identifying the unstable
domain per individual. For example, psychophysical methods could be used in a pre-testing
phase to estimate the individual participant's unstable domain and then parameterize the
trial accordingly.
GTM2 parameters for Experiments 1A and 1B
Three participants were excluded from the analysis because in at least one trial they
exhibited switching between modes at a frequency control parameter higher than that
posited as a theoretical upper limit on the tracking of the β mode, i.e. an action-scaled
control parameter greater than one. See Appendix C for an explanation of how the value of
20 Hz or 50 ms period was determined as a limiting π number for tracking. See Discussion
below for an explanation of how affordance boundaries estimation is interpreted in the
current context.
The competition parameter g, see Figure 2.6a, appeared higher in Experiment 1A
tracking (M=2.97, SD=1.35) than in Experiment 1A classifying (M=1.24, SD=.25). The
pattern was the same in Experiment 1B with tracking (M=1.81, SD=1.34) higher than
classifying (M=1.08, SD=.26). A two by two mixed-design ANOVA showed that the effect
of task was significant, F(1,18)=13.19, p<.01, the effect of the control parameter spacing—
1 Notice that it is not impossible that the other single returns found in tracking trials were due to mistakes or
transient lapse of attention.
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the manipulation that distinguished Experiments 1A and 1B—was significant,
F(1,18)=5.38, p<.05, and no interaction was found, F(1,18)=2.14, p<.16.

Figure 2.6. Mean model parameters g (a), h (b), and L2,0 (c) per condition of performance
and experiment. Error bars are standard errors.

The attenuation parameter h, see Figure 2.6b, appeared lower in Experiment 1A
tracking (M=.004, SD=.007) than in Experiment 1A classifying (M=.058, SD=.090). The
pattern was the same in Experiment 1B with tracking (M=.002, SD=.006) lower than
classifying (M=.142, SD=.088). A two by two mixed-design ANOVA showed that the effect
of task was significant, F(1,18)=22.00, p<.001, the effect of control parameter spacing—
the manipulation that distinguished Experiments 1A and 1B—was marginally significant,
F(1,18)=4.42, p=.050, and no interaction was found, F(1,18)=4.30, p=.053.
As suggested by Figure 2.6c, L20 appeared similar across tracking (M= –.438,
SD=.170) and classifying (M= –.396, SD=.231) in Experiment 1A and tracking (M= –.470,
SD=.184) and classifying (M= –.456, SD=.200) in Experiment 1B. A two by two mixed-
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design ANOVA showed no effect of task, F<1, control parameter spacing, F<1, or
interaction F<1.
General Discussion
Combining the data of Experiments 1A and 1B and analyzing the transition values
(αcrit) in a mixed-design ANOVA reinforced the results found for the two experiments.
Switches happened earlier in the less active classifying trials and later in the more active
tracking trials. Negative hysteresis was found in classifying trials and positive hysteresis
was found in tracking trials. Similarly, the model-based parameter estimation determined
increased habituation in classifying and increased competition in tracking. It can be
concluded that the essence of theoretical predictions was supported: (a) availability of
action modes increases the attractor strength of the perceptual modes complementing these
actions and (b) lack of possibilities for action turns the perceptual systems into an unstable
system where the propensity for early switching is considered a type of exploration. These
results converge with studies in types of binocular rivalry paradigms (two simultaneously
available but mutually exclusive perceptual modes interchangeably appear and disappear)
where coupling one of the perceptual modes to manual motor activity selectively reinforces
and primes that particular mode (Maruya, Yang, & Blake, 2007).
It would be far-fetched to generalize the current findings too liberally by concluding
that all highly symmetrical, stroboscopically presented Gestalt-like displays should
generate negative hysteresis. The paradigm cannot be taken as a sufficient condition for
negative hysteresis. Positive hysteresis has been found to occur in comparable experiments
involving stroboscopic apparent motion (Hock, Bukowski, Nichols, Huisman, & Rivera,
2005; Hock & Ploeger, 2006). The present claim is that perception is stabilized when
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grounded in action (or, small functional distance, Chapter 1) while removing possibilities
for action (or, large functional distance) destabilizes the perceptual modes, thus making
early transitions in an incremental control parameter trial more likely. In other words, the
dynamical model (by means of which the theory is expressed) makes a prediction about the
relative size of the hysteresis, not necessarily its absolute size.
Habituation
The control parameter sequence in Experiment 1B was designed in such a way as to
get the participant more quickly to the central, multistable region. If mere decay with time
of the mode is what leads to negative hysteresis in classifying then Experiment 1B should
have produced less pronounced negative hysteresis, not more pronounced as it was
determined. The evidence runs against the hypothesis that the model-estimated
habituation/self-decay that underlies negative hysteresis is directly related to the mere
amount of time the participant spends in a given mode.
Interestingly, switches in the descending classifying trials of Experiment 1B tended
to happen earlier than in the same condition of Experiment 1A (consult Figure 2.3). This
difference could be accidental and pertain only to the fact that these were two separate
experiments. It could also be theoretically significant. An important possible implication is
that steeper increments of the control parameter also have a destabilizing effect on the
dominant mode.
Analytical versus perceptual judgments
Experiment 1 resembles a range of studies in important ways but it is not yet clear
whether the authors of those studies are referring to the same functional distinction. The
large and small functional distance notion, manifest as classifying and tracking,
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respectively, in Experiments 1A and 1B, relates closely to the analytical versus perceivingacting distinction of Heft (1993). In accord with common intuition, Heft’s main findings
were that judgments involving perceiving-acting were more accurate than judgments
limited to verbalization, and that time-constrained verbal reports were more accurate than
slower verbal reports. Relatedly, Hock et al. (2005) examined a “dynamical” versus
“judgmental” contrast and noted a lower hysteresis effect for an experimental condition
close to the current classification task. Patently, future investigations would benefit from
consolidating the existing literature
Overestimation
Participants overestimated their capabilities in Heft's (1993) analytical condition.
Overestimation of affordance boundaries in action-less modes of performance has been
observed in a number of other studies (Proffitt, Bhalla, Gossweiler, & Midgett, 1995; Witt,
Proffitt, & Epstein, 2004; but see Woods, Philbeck, & Danoff, 2009). It is speculative to
map these results directly to the results of Experiments 1A and 1B because the studies in
question are about affordance boundaries estimation whereas a central assumption of
Experiments 1A and 1B is that the paradigm, as designed, minimizes the task-related
affordances to be perceived in the less engaging classifying condition. Yet, it is worth
observing that a certain parallel exists. In Experiment 1, reports of β were more likely to go
beyond the theoretically determined upper limit for β perception (20 Hz update rate, see
Appendix C) than in reports of β when tracking. To reiterate, overestimation in the Heft
study was more significantly associated with the mode of analytical judgment that was less
engaging and more self-reflexive.
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Chapter 3: Control parameter for a perceptual instability task
The instance of a perceptual system resonating to a property of the environment is an activity
and, as such, detecting the property is in a certain sense “effortful”. How to clarify this claim?
According to a Gibsonian or resonance account, a perception-action coordination mode emerges
from the coupling between an agent and a property of the environment. In the case of vision, the
coupling is by way of attunement to an informational variable in the optic array specifying that
property (Michaels & Carello, 1981). Importantly, information about an action is not orthogonal
to the action but is revealed online as the action unfolds. To get an impression of this statement,
consider dynamic touch (Carello & Turvey, 2004). Wielding a hand-held object (e.g., a stick)
reveals information specifying action-relevant properties of the hand-held object—for example,
the distance one can reach with it. In the general context, where potentially relevant properties
are always plenty, attunement involves the pick up of information by actively biasing the
perceptual system to fall in resonance with the relevant ”slice” of the environment.
Chapter 1 discussed the history of the view that perception is mostly the selecting (rather
than the processing or deriving) of information for the purpose of informing action. Selection
might involve acts such as directing the body in accordance with a certain pattern of optic flow
or modifying the attitude of the eyes and refocusing them. In short, attuning a perceptual system
to establish a “perception” in the form of a resonant mode of agent-environment coupling, or
perceptual mode, can be thought of as coordination between a perceptual system and something
in the environment. By definition such a coordination mode spans the full agent-environment
system and cannot be said to have parts whereby some of these parts are located in the agent and
others in the environment.
In the previous chapter the idea of a decaying mode was introduced to explain how the
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active character of perception of the environment predicts the experimentally observed pattern of
positive and negative hysteresis in relation to the functional aspect of the performed task. The
logic is summarized here. Removing the behavioral valence from the visual display presented to
the participant, or more generally removing the valence from the part of the visual world that is
being attended to, has a destabilizing effect on perception. The notion of destabilization is used in
the sense of dynamical systems theory: valence increases the attractor strength of a perceptual
mode and vice versa, lack of valence diminishes attractor strength (by way of the dynamics of
the availability parameter, see Chapter 2) to the point where the attractor disappears altogether.
To support this claim, the habituation and competition parameters of a model dynamical system
dealing with positive and negative hysteresis were estimated in Chapter 2.
The self-inhibition dynamic predicts negative hysteresis (or, minimally, reduction of the
size of the hysteresis cycle) when a control parameter is being incremented gradually. The same
logic predicts that when all available modes are functionally impoverished2 and the control
parameter is held fixed within a transiently stable domain, spontaneous switches among the
modes should occur. This prediction was tested by applying the GT-type of model to a task
reliably produces spontaneous perceptual mode oscillations. The main first objective was to
perform parameter fitting to test whether the model can reproduce characteristics of an
empirically observed perception that is undergoing spontaneous oscillations. Consequently,
negative hysteresis and perceptual instabilities in the form of spontaneous oscillations can be said

2 Impoverished means here something completely different from the standard use of the word in

classical debates in psychology over information in the retinal snapshot. By impoverished stimulation
we mean a visual field that contains features that a perceptual system is equipped to attune to but that
do not afford anything. It is hard to imagine what such features might be because hardly anything in
the real world satisfied this double constraint. On the other hand, psychologists of perception have
been successful in crafting such features in laboratory setting out of stroboscopic and other sorts of
highly controlled equipment (i.e. dots flying in empty space, edges without surfaces, structure without
occlusion, etc.).
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to be different expressions of a dynamic that is theoretically the same. Support for this claim is
provided by showing that, one and the same dynamical system, as a mathematical instantiation of
the theory, accounts for both phenomena.
A large number of phenomena demonstrating instabilities in the perception of Gestalt-like
visual displays have been discovered over the years. The one selected here is among the more recent—the so-called motion-induced blindness phenomenon (MIB) (Bonneh, Cooperman, & Sagi,
2001). It consists of a small number of 'foreground' static units and a simple 'background' geometric pattern such as a grid spinning about an axis in the center of the computer screen where a
fixation point is also indicated. With good fixation that is facilitated by the spinning background
the foreground dots disappear from sight spontaneously and then reappear. It is important to realize that the standard MIB paradigm and all the experimental work presented in this chapter fall
into the category of passive observation of behaviorally meaningless geometrical shapes; no attempts were made to embed the display into an action-oriented task as was done in Experiments
1A and 1B.
Bifurcation into oscillatory regime as the origin of perceptual instability
The strategy of the model, in continuation with Haken's work (Ditzinger & Haken, 1989;
Haken, 1991), is to explain perceptual instabilities as resulting from a habituation of the availability parameters. A key feature of the strategy is to conceptualize habituation as resource-driven
where the role of resource is played by an affordance. The related formalism makes an additional
prediction with respect to the nature of the perceptual instability. The coexistence of competing
modes depends on the size of the asymmetry parameter δ. Increasing the absolute magnitude of δ
leads to a bifurcation beyond which only one stable mode exists and the habituation dynamics do
not have a destabilizing effect. Specifically, as shown below, detailed calculation reveals that a
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condition for the possibility of oscillations is λmax – δ/2 > g(λmin + δ/2). This can be shown to be a
bifurcation in which a fixed point turns into a limit cycle.
Finding empirical evidence for the hard mode bifurcation origin of the perceptual instability could be a further contribution. To this end, an experiment was performed where the background rotation rate of the MIB display was varied. The bifurcation hypothesis leads to the prediction that the observed rate of occurrence of MIB must have a discontinuous character, that is,
for low rpm the MIB rate is zero and for some rpm that is sufficiently high the MIB rate discontinuously moves from zero to a certain finite positive number.
Neuroanatomical and functional accounts of MIB
Additional questions and corresponding suggestions for experimental manipulations arose
in the pilot work. One interesting problem (discovered somewhat accidentally) was that MIB can
occur even without motion of the background provided that one fixates hard and long enough.
Such an effect is also suggested although not explicitly tested in the existing literature (see Figure 2h in Bonneh, Cooperman, & Sagi, 2001). It raised a question that is somewhat separated
from the main discussion of perceptual instability motivating this study. It is, however, a question
that can serve as an entry point into the important discussion about neuroanatomically and functionally grounded explanations of human perception and as such deserves special treatment.
There is a debate in the neuroscience community over the exact nature of MIB. A shared
assumption seems to be that parts of the visual system that “process” motion suppress other parts
that are responsible for the identity of the objects. Multiple problems with this type of explanation appear right away. For one thing, it is obvious that generally viewers do not fail to perceive
static objects simply because they are embedded in moving surroundings. One needs to explain
what characteristics of the display are responsible for the MIB effect.
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From an ecological perspective what determines whether something can be perceived is
whether information about its existence is both available and detectable. Importantly, information is not merely whatever light pattern is projected on the retina. For information to be detectable there need to be an optic array defined in terms of differences in intensities in different
directions from a point of observation3 (Gibson, 1979). In locomotion, the moving point of observation allows further structure in the layout of surfaces in the environment to be revealed. The
MIB paradigm consists of preventing the detection of information. Participants were instructed
not to move and, thus, they cannot execute transformations of the optic array. The task resembles
classical experiments in stabilized images (Gerrits, De Haan, & Vendrik, 1966) where the image
disappears if the participants are prevented from performing exploratory movements. From this
perspective, the disappearances in the MIB phenomenon can be explained as caused not so much
by a movement-dependent suppression as much as fixation-dependent prevention of information
There is one final constraint on the problem that requires attention prefatory to showing
how MIB might be addressed in terms of the ecological conception of information. MIB depends
on the focusing of the eyes in the center of the screen. Consider an equivalent description of the
experimental paradigm as follows. The fully immobile participant observes a freely moving surface through a second, fully transparent surface with a small number of opaque figures on it.
Consequently, the figures in the transparent immobile layer become equivalent to parts of your
body because they never move independently from your movements. This is also how your visual system knows to ignore your nose. The fact that everything in the world that moves in perfect
synchrony with my self-generated movements is a part of me is not merely an empirically justi3 A fact usually ignored in the popular accounts of the development of the field of computational vision

is that one of the most fundamental first steps in any vision algorithm—the taking of the first and
second gradients of the picture—is a step that Marr introduced after getting insight for it from Gibson's
treatment of information. Portraying Gibson as one of the grand-fathers of computational vision and
the “Artificial Intelligentsia” is an amusing exercise (Warren, 2012).
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fied curiosity but a basic law of ecological physics. In other words, maybe it is the case that MIB
mimics information specifying body appendage. An interesting consequence is that what makes
MIB a phenomenally alluring exercise is not the disappearance but the reappearance out of the
blue of the figures. In practice MIB-like disappearances happen all the time in our daily visual
experiences and we do not find them exceptional in any way. The difference is that in real life
when something pops back in our awareness it is because of an event, either self- or other-generated, whereas in the MIB paradigm the reappearance is due to the slightest unnoticeable twitch of
the eye.
The one obvious path to take from here to empirically test the two types of explanations
—neuroanatomical and information-based—is to use eye-tracking experiments. The other path,
the one pursued in the current project, is to vary background rotation rate by slowing it down to
zero rpm and to include a small random jitter in the foreground figures. The information hypothesis is that MIB can occur even in motionless displays, an observation that the neuroanatomical,
pathway-suppression perspective would fail to explain. Additionally, the inclusion of jitter in the
foreground should eliminate MIB because it should facilitate the detection of information specifying the identity and location of the target objects.
GTM3 (oscillatory GTM)
The model that generates oscillatory dynamics (Frank & Dotov, submitted) requires some
modification from GTM2. Within Level-1 a detuning parameter δ is included which has a function similar to that in GTM2 in that it biases the overall system in mode dominance similar to the
control parameter α,
2

3

ξ̇1=λ 1 ξ1+ ξ1 δ/2−g ξ2 ξ1−ξ 1 .
ξ̇2 =λ 2 ξ 2−ξ 2 δ/2−g ξ21 ξ2−ξ32
The parameter dynamics obey a similar decay law

(3.1)
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−1
λ˙ 1= τ (λ 1−b1 )
−1
λ˙ 2= τ (λ 2−b 2)

(3.2)

b1=0 ∩ b 2=b 0 , if ξ 1=√ λ1 ∩ ξ2=0
b1=b0 ∩ b 2=0 , if ξ 1=0 ∩ ξ2=√ λ 2

(3.3).

and the switching update rule is

A few additional constraints were imposed, with g=e, b0=g+1. In this case and with no detuning,
δ=0, the period of both modes is T=2τ, whereas when |δ| increases the period of the one mode
progressively increases (δ>0 favors ξ1 and δ<0 favors ξ2) while the period of the other mode decreases until a bifurcation is reached. For the given parameters a condition for the existence of
oscillations is that
λmax – δ/2 > g(λmin + δ/2),

(3.4)

where λmax=b0 and λmin=0. Beyond this point a single mode dominates.
A small additive noise source is employed to energize the modes out of their unstable
fixed points. Hence Eq. 3.1 actually becomes
ξ̇1=λ 1 ξ1+ ξ1 δ/2−g ξ22 ξ1−ξ 31+ Q
ξ̇2 =λ 2 ξ 2−ξ 2 δ/2−g ξ21 ξ2−ξ32 +Q

(3.5)

in the simulations, with Q designating random numbers taken from an un-correlated Gaussian
distribution with mean of zero and variance equal to 1*Q. Here Q=.2.
The system as described actually has a symmetric manifold spanning all quadrants in the
ξ1-ξ2 space. For simplicity the negative parts of the real axes for ξ1 and ξ2 are ignored in the simulations and treated as mirror images of the positive sides. Exact analytical solutions relating the
periods of the oscillations and the system parameters are not available. To compensate, an extensive simulation of the system was performed for a large range in the parameter three-space and
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the numerically determined periods were relied upon for further application of the model to empirical results.
General Method
Overview
The two experiments consist of the participant focusing at a particular location on the
computer screen and reporting the disappearances of target objects distributed around the focal
point. Here the target configuration comprised three yellow dots arranged in an equilateral triangle formation centered around a center dot flashing green and red. The background consisted of a
homogenous black and a blue grid rotating clockwise at varying rates. The reports were executed
by way of the space bar of the keyboard. In particular, the space bar was always down when at
least one dot was missing.
Materials and Apparatus
A desktop computer with a CRT screen capable of 120 Hz update rate and a keyboard
were used. The participant sat on a chair behind an office desk with the monitor on the desk at a
viewing distance of 50 cm and used the keyboard to make responses as required. A custom
Matlab script employing the capabilities for real-time control of video material of the
PsychoPhysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Pelli & Zhang, 1991) implemented data
collection and all visual aspects of the task.
MIB. A single frame of the optical component of the task consisted of three layers—
background, target objects, and focal point. The background was black and also included a grid
of seven by seven equi-spaced parallel blue crosses. The grid matched the vertical dimension of
the screen. When in motion the grid rotated about the focal point in the center of the screen. The
targets were three yellow dots with diameter r equaled to .4° visual angle and arranged at the
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vertices of an equilateral triangle. The distance from each of the targets to the focal point equals
4.1° visual angle. The targets sometimes moved in a fashion that can be described qualitatively as
jitter. More specifically, random numbers taken from an uncorrelated Gaussian distribution with
mean equal to zero and standard deviation σ corresponding to a visual angle chosen to be smaller
than r were added to their respective x- and y- screen coordinates every frame. The frame update
rate equaled 60 fps. The focal point wass a single dot, .2° visual angle in diameter, that switched
color between red and green every 1 s. Precise control of viewing distance was not performed but
the participants were instructed to not move their backs from the chair so that viewing distance
was relatively consistent across trials and participants.
Design
A single trial consisted of focusing and making reports for a few seconds. In a repeated
measures design each participant performed a certain number of trials (for details see below)
with varying background rate of rotation. In Experiment 2A σ could take two values whereas in
Experiment 2B it was kept constant. The sequence of trials was fully randomized across rotation
rates and σ.
Procedure
After completing an informed consent form the participant was introduced to the
experimental setup. Each participant was asked to not lean forward in order to insure consistent
viewing distance among participants. Following was a sequence of a few short demonstration
trials with high rate of rotation of the background where the participant was introduced to the
phenomenon and was allowed to practice giving responses using the keyboard. None of the
participants experienced problems with noticing the basic MIB phenomenon and making the
necessary responses. The precise instruction given to the participants with respect to responses
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was that the space bar should stay pressed down for as long as at least one target dot was
perceived to be missing. Hence, in the present study no discrimination was made between
different missing targets.
Analysis
Three dependent variables were extracted directly from the key-presses and analyzed
separately to determine if they changed across background rotation and target jitter conditions.
These are MIB occurrences as the number of key presses, average MIB period as the average
duration of a single key press within the trial, and MIB duration proportion as the amount of
time the key stayed pressed divided by the duration of the trial. These allowed for further
estimation of model parameters.
Parameter Fitting
Unlike GTM2 for investigating hysteresis, GTM3 lacks the added constraints among
parameters allowing for an analytical solution linking parameters directly to the key outcome
variables of mode one (all dots present) and mode two (MIB) period. The outcome variables
have to be determined numerically. We performed simulations of the model covering a large
parameter space with (a) τ spanning the range of 100 to 30,000 ms, (b) δ spanning the range of –
3 to 3 ms-1 and (c) duration of the simulation periods up to 30 s. It was assumed that a unit of
simulated dynamical time in Simulink corresponds to 1 ms and step size Δt = .1. Q was set
constant to .3. The basic forward Euler method of integration was applied. The parameter pair
selected for a given trial was the one most closely matching (in least squares distance sense) the
vector of mode one and mode two values empirically observed in that trial.
Experiment 2A
The effects of background rotation and foreground noise were investigated in a 2 (rotation and no
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rotation) x 2 (noise and no noise) within subject design.
Method
Participants. Seven students taking an introductory class in psychology at the University
of Connecticut participated in exchange for credit. The experimental procedure was approved by
the university's Institutional Review Board. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
Materials and Apparatus. Participants were presented with a fully randomized sequence
of eight trials of 60 s duration comprising two repetitions per combination of rotation rate and
jitter level. Rotation rate could take two distinct values of 0 or 10 deg/s and thus instantiated
rotating or static background. The target jitter could take two distinct values σ equal to r/8 or 0
and thus instantiated mobile or static targets. Each trial was followed by a 30 s pause for rest.
Results
As can be seen from Figure 3.1a, MIB occurrences increased with background rotation
and decreased with target jitter (consult Table 3.1 for the means). A 2 x 2 fully repeated measures
ANOVA found a main effect of background movement, F(1,6)=27.21, p<.01, and a main effect
of target jitter, F(1,6)=11.22, p<.05. An interaction between the two factors was not found, F<1.
MIB period was also found to increase with rotation rate and decrease with jitter (see Figure 3.1b
and Table 3.1 for the means). A main effect of background movement was found, F(1,6)=17.20,
p<.01, and of target jitter, F(1,6)=28.23, p<.01. An interaction between the two factors was not
found, F(1,6)=2.54, p=.16. Similarly, as can be seen from Figure 3.1c, MIB relative duration
increased with background rotation and decreased with target jitter (consult Table 3.1 for the
means). A main effect of background movement was found, F(1,6)=192.02, p<.001, and of target
jitter, F(1,6)=14.22, p<.01. An interaction between the two factors was not found, F<1.
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Table 3.1
Summary (means and SD) of the outcomes of Experiment 2A in background rotation and target
noise conditions (n=7).
No Rotation
No Noise
Rate, bpm
Duration, %
Period, s

Rotation
Noise

No Noise

Noise

8.00 (6.64)

4.71 (4.50)

20.07 (6.38)

16.93 (4.10)

11.85 (9.84)

3.53 (4.13)

37.15 (10.16)

25.92 (6.85)

.83 (.42)

.28 (.24)

1.16 (.26)

.99 (.42)

Separate t-tests specifically tested for the null hypothesis that MIB measures were zero in
two key conditions. First, in the condition of no background rotation and presence of foreground
jitter number of MIB occurrences was significantly greater than zero, t(6)=2.78, p<.05, onetailed; relative duration was greater than zero, t(6)=2.26, p<.05, one-tailed; period was greater
than zero, t(6)=3.12, p<.05, one-tailed. Second, in the condition of no background rotation and
absence of foreground jitter, occurrence number was significantly greater than zero, t(6)=3.18,
p<.01, one-tailed; relative duration was greater than zero, t(6)=3.18, p<.01, one-tailed; period
was greater than zero, t(6)=5.15, p<.01, one-tailed.

Figure 3.1. Mean (SE) MIB descriptive variables in Experiment 2A: rate of occurrence
(a), duration as percentage of the trial (b), and average period (c).
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Discussion
The hypothesized possibility for MIB even in motionless displays was confirmed. This in
itself is an important finding because most existing accounts of the phenomenon assume an
exclusive role of the moving background. Given that an effect of rotation rate was found too, it
be can be hypothesized further that its role is (1) to help the visual system fixate in the center and
(2) provide information for the separation of the display into foreground and background and
allow the visual system to focus on the background.
Target noise was found to decrease MIB rate overall in agreement with the hypothesis
identified above but, paradoxically, the disappearances rate, albeit low, was significantly higher
than zero even with noisy targets. While this effect of noise might be problematic for the
information-based account, it would be too soon to rule the latter account out. On the one hand,
the noise is to be taken as the basis for detecting information that specifies the “existence” and
location of the targets. On the other hand, the noise utilized here was very small in amplitude
and, more importantly, stationary in its moments. A normally distributed random variable can be
characterized as being very informative from an information theoretic perspective, that is, in the
sense of containing Shannon entropy (for example, the entropy is highest for uncorrelated noise
among the Gaussian noises), but it can also be characterized as extremely non-informative in the
sense that it can be specified by two stationary quantities only (when non-colored)–its first two
moments.
The current results seem to support the claim that the visual system is very good at
ignoring anything, even a triplet of yellow jittery objects in proximity to the center of the visual
field, as long as the following conditions are met. First, it can detect information specifying the
non-change of the entity. In the current paradigm this condition is satisfied by the stationarity of
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the moments of the dot displacements. Second, the visual system does not couple through action
with the potential entity. It might be over-presumptive to conclude that the yellow dots do not
afford anything and are not used for anything because this is how the experimenter wanted to
design the task but it is a reasonable conclusion and there are no obvious reasons to assert the
opposite.
Experiment 2B
The purpose of Experiment 2B was to investigate further the pattern of increase of MIB
measures relative to background rotation. For this purpose here a range of rotation rates was
used. It was hypothesized that MIB does not emerge smoothly as a function of background
rotation but follows the discontinuous pattern of a hard mode bifurcation. This implies that the
MIB measures do not asymptotically converge to zero with decreasing rate but a step function
connects the positive values of MIB with zero MIB. Furthermore, the jitter manipulation was
removed and only a constant level of σ was used.
Method
Participants. Fourteen students taking an introductory class in psychology at University
of Connecticut participated in exchange for credit. The experimental procedure was approved by
the University's Institutional Review Board. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
Materials and Apparatus. Participants were presented with a fully randomized sequence
of 24 trials consisting of three repetitions per rotation rate where the rotation rate could take eight
distinct values defined as δ=:n2/3, n∈N0[0:7], thus ranging from 0 to 16.33° s-1. Each trial lasted
20 s and was followed by a 10 s pause for rest. The target jitter was kept constant with σ equal to
r/8.
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Analysis. The independent variable of background rotation rate occupied a continuous
portion of the assigned range. This implies that a statistical analysis similar to regression is
necessary for the study of the relation between selected MIB measures and rotation. A technique
for longitudinal data analysis taken from the multi-level modeling (Singer & Willett, 2003)
family was used to fit different scenarios that explained the evolution of MIB measures as a
function of rotation rate and potential other predictor variables. The analysis is a type of
regression that fits a proposed trajectory separately per individual. It proceeds by comparing
statistically the improvement of fit in a sequence of models that incorporates a growing list of
predictors. A main benefit with respect to more traditional forms of regression is the power
gained by accounting for a larger proportion of the variability. Whereas Experiment 2A
demonstrated that MIB measures increase with rotation Experiment 2B tests among different
types of polynomial equations fitting the growth and, importantly, the intercept of these models.
Two competing predictors were used in the regression to test the main hypothesis. The
procedure begins with fitting the obvious potential predictor rotation rate (RPM) and then
including more models by adding predictors and random effects: a dummy variable (ON) of MIB
on or off, coded as zeros and ones, and interactions of RPM and ON. The improvement in fit
resulting from the addition of a given term in the equation is the main criterion for choosing to
keep the given term. Because each predictor can have its own intercept, the addition of ON and
its intercept independent of the intercept of RPM tests the hypothesis that the measures appear
from zero with a discontinuous jump. The fact that there are no predictors varying at Level-2
does not change the method essentially. Neither does the fact that the sequence of rotation rates is
used as a substitute for a time-varying predictor.
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Results
One participant was excluded from analysis because the participant's data matched the
hypothesis disproportionately more than the rest of the participants and thus would have skewed
the statistics towards too easily rejecting the null hypothesis. Data were reduced by averaging a
participant's three trials in each rate condition, thus obtaining for each participant and each
dependent variable a sequence Yij where j is an index that corresponds to the order of
incrementing rotation rate values and i indexes the participants. See Figure 3.2 for a portrayal of
the mean outcomes of the experiment for the rest of the participants (n=13). For brevity and
because the period and relative duration of MIB are theoretically more interesting dependent
variables only they were subjected to a statistical analysis.

Figure 3.2. Mean (SE) MIB variables in Experiment 2B: rate of occurrence (left), duration
as percentage of the trial (middle), and average period (right). The circles are means of the
observed data and the solid line in (middle) and (right) is the respective regression model fit.
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The sequence of models for MIB duration is available in Table 3.2. The final model given
by Equation 3.2
Y dij =γ00 +σ 0i +(γ 10+σ 1i )∗RPM ij +( γ 20+σ 2i )∗ON ij + γ30∗RPM ij∗ON ij + σij

(3.2)

led to significant improvement in fit (p<.001) with the inclusion of the ON-dependent term that
increases the intercept for MIB rate, thus supporting the hypothesis that MIB duration is either
zero or lies on a trajectory with an intercept greater than zero. Figure 3.2b shows the outcome of
the obtained equation.

Table 3.2
The sequence of models developed to account for the increase in MIB relative duration, Yd
(n=13), with background rotation rate, RPM, and presence or absence of MIB (ON). † when p < .
001.
Predictor

Parameter

Model A

Model B

Model C

Model D Model E

Fixed

Intercept

γ00

4.382

4.382

4.632

.429

-.018

Effects

RPM

γ10

2.226

2.226

.752

2.729

.567

ON

γ20

6.239

5.799

ON*RPM

γ30

1.455

-.702

1.535

Within-person

σε2

80.540

45.655

45.425

40.859

27.041

2

116.880

48.659

46.247

43.384

.000

.987

1.016

1.181

.954

Random
Effects

Intercept

σ0

RPM

σ12

ON

2

σ2

1.084

Goodness-

Deviance statistic

784.50

746.30

745.70

738.50

707.50

of-fit

AIC

792.52

758.31

759.74

754.54

729.50

BIC

803.09

774.17

778.25

775.70

758.59

χ2

38.21†

.569

7.19†

31.05†

df

2

1

1

3

Fit Increase
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The sequence of models for MIB period is available in Table 3.3. The final model given
by Equation 3.3
Y dij =γ00 +σ 0i + γ10∗RPM ij +(γ20 +σ1i )∗ON ij +( γ30 +σ 2i )∗RPM ij∗ON ij + γ 40∗RPM ij2∗ON ij +σ ij (3.3)
led to significant improvement in fit (p<.001) with the inclusion of the ON-dependent secondorder polynomial increasing the intercept for MIB period, thus supporting the hypothesis that
MIB duration is either zero or lies on a trajectory with an intercept greater than zero. Consult
Figure 3.2c for the growth model-predicted trajectory.

Table 3.3
The sequence of models developed to account for the increase in MIB period, Yp (n=13), with
background rotation rate, RPM, and presence or absence of MIB (ON). † indicates p < .001.
Predictor

Parameter

Model A

Model B

Model C

Model D Model E

Fixed

Intercept

γ00

.367

.393

.071

.000

.000

Effects

RPM

γ10

.099

-.057

.115

-.000

-.000

ON

γ20

.154

.473

.501

.797

ON*RPM

γ30

-.031

.087

-.018

ON*RPM2

γ40

.006

2
ε

1.020

1.019

1.002

.839

.503

.469

.457

.439

.000

.000

.771

.537

Random

Within-person

σ

Effects

Intercept

σ02
2

ON

σ1

ON*RPM

σ22

.013

Goodness-

Deviance statistic

317.20

316.90

315.00

301.90

272.40

of-fit

AIC

325.24

326.94

326.97

317.92

296.37

BIC

335.82

340.16

342.84

339.08

328.11

†

Fit Increase

χ2

.30

1.97

13.05

29.55†

df

1

1

2

4
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Numerical Results
The test of the ability of the theoretical model to match the observations (see Figure 3.3)
is to check if the parameter fitting can be performed with low error. The regression coefficients
from model to empirical data were calculated separately for the MIB periods and the no MIB
periods. In both cases the regression fit was strong (R2=.9996, p<.001, β=.999 and R2=.991,
p<.001, β=.989, respectively), see Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.3. Numerically determined periods of the model system simulated for a range of
τ and δ parameter values. Notice that the TnoMIB and TMIB are mirror images of each other
about the axis δ=0.
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Strong positive correlations between TMIB and δ and between TnoMIB and τ were observed
and also lesser negative correlations between TnoMIB and δ, between δ and τ and, expectedly,
between TnoMIB and TMIB, see Table 3.4. The range of the unstable, oscillatory domain was found
numerically to sit within -3 < δ < 3.

Figure 3.4. Agreement between simulated and empirically observed MIB and noMIB periods.

Table 3.4
Correlations (Pearson r, n=376) between the two observed periods, TMIB (period of blindness
averaged within trial) and TnoMIB (period of fully visible display averaged within trial), and the
parameters τ (Level-2 time constant) and δ (detuning) varied in the simulations.
TMIB
TMIB
TnoMIB
τ
δ
† p<.001.

–

TnoMIB

τ

δ

-.269†

.093ns

.758†

–

.851†

-.596†

–

-.241†
–
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Discussion
The main result of Experiment 2B consists in the confirmation by way of a statistical
method that the MIB measures, period in particular, appear as a discontinuous shift from zero as
the background rotation is increased. This is consistent with an explanation of MIB as the result
of a hard mode bifurcation. Notice that in this experiment a constant level of noise in the
foreground was used in all trials. If zero noise had been used in accord with the original MIB
paradigms it is possible that at least some participants would have experienced disappearances
even at zero rotation as in Experiment 2A. In such case it would be impossible to demonstrate the
bifurcation. The fact that the bifurcation appears only when a combination of noise and varying
rotation rate is used in the task is yet another reason to conclude that rotation rate is not a simple
cause of the disappearances. The explanation suggested is one that involves a control parameter
as a higher-order variable that depends both on the movement of the background and the
movement of the foreground. Observation of the matching shapes of the trajectories in Figure 3.5
(see also the correlations in Table 3.4) suggest that in the simulations τ(the time constant of the
availability parameter dynamics) tended to dictate the no blindness period while δ (the detuning
parameter) mostly determined the number of MIB occurrences, TMIB in particular. That MIB is
the product of decreasing an asymmetry parameter that is always high under normal, i.e. not
laboratory circumstances, is an interesting conclusion. Notice, however, that this should be taken
only as a tentative conclusion given that there is co-linearity in the covariance matrix and a
detailed statistical demonstration of the hypothesized causal structure is lacking.
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Figure 3.5. Average periods for MIB and noMIB (default mode) observed in Experiment
2B (left), and the corresponding estimated parameters τ (middle) and δ (right) used to fit
these outcomes.

General Discussion
Three aspects of Experiments 2A and 2B provide grounds for drawing the conclusion that
both key phenomena—perceptual oscillations and negative hysteresis—are unified under the
theme of large functional distance (Chapter 1). The first aspect is that GTM3 accounts successfully for the variation of observed MIB periods (in the sense of being able to fit them). The second aspect is that Experiments 2A and 2B, by design, involved an action impoverished visual
task resembling the passive observation condition used in Chapter 2. The third aspect is that
GTM3 differs in minor ways from GTM2, the dynamics used to account for negative hysteresis.
To summarize, the removal of the action-relevant aspects of the task space drives a perceptual
system into an unstable regime. While this might not be surprising to proponents of the ecological approach to perception-action, such a result does not seem to have been obtained formally, by
way of dynamical systems theory (DST). The term “perceptual instability” now takes a very spe-
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cific meaning derived from DST. Similarly, the community of scientists of behavior and perception engaged with the application of DST probably will not find especially original the interpretation that perceptual oscillations are to be understood as a closed chain of instabilities driven by
self-habituation (Ditzinger & Haken, 1989). Still, the relevant literature appears to have neglected completely the underlying ecological constraints leading to the so-called self-habituation
or negative feedback. Finally, the study serves as an empirically based demonstration that the
contrived, simplified, and abstract geometrical stimuli so frequently used in laboratory experiments are experienced differently from mostly everything that our perceptual systems are
evolved to deal with.
A second result with potentially deep theoretical implications is that perceptual instability
was shown to depend on symmetry in some sense. In particular, the fluctuating or unstable
regime appears only within a narrow range of the symmetry or detuning term δ centered at zero.
Taking into account the values of the other parameters in the current simulations the perceptual
instability range is roughly -2 < δ < 2 or up to -3 < δ < 3 with noise added to the order parameter
dynamics. Similar purely mathematical results have been achieved for some classes of dynamical
systems. Chapter 4 will seek to unify the two versions of the model used for the two types of
phenomena and show that in both cases the control parameter fixing perception is a detuning parameter.
More can be desired and should be obtained from Experiments 2A and 2B. Some aspects
of the results are incomplete, and other can even be said to be problematic. The following points
need to be addressed in future work. An apparent inconsistency between MIB rates in Experiments 2A and 2B in the appropriately matched conditions exists. Specifically, MIB rates are
higher than zero in the no rotation with noise condition of Experiment 2A but the same rates are
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zero in the corresponding trials in Experiment 2B. This issue can be explained away if one takes
into account that the trials in the first experiment were three times longer than in the second experiment and thus allowed for the extremely rare event of MIB under target noise conditions to
occur. It is possible that participants need more time to reach the level of concentration required
to allow MIB to occur in these circumstances. It could also be the case that MIB occurrences become less and less likely, to the point that it is difficult to capture within a 20 s window, but does
not disappear in principle. This explanation raises a different issue because it suggests that MIB
rate is to be thought of as diminishing in a probabilistic way rather than the abrupt deterministic
trajectory of a stability diagram that was the object of statistical confirmation. A rigorous account, then, could be given by way of a stochastic approach. Regardless of whether a rigorous
account is possible, in principle or not, the conclusiveness of the current statistical analysis can
be questioned.
Following the theoretical discussion, MIB is predicted to be stable when situated in an action-relevant context—when functional distance is small. Such a test could be achieved and the
theory confirmed by designing an appropriate simple computer game in the spirit of the experiments presented in Chapter 2. Notice that a comparable result has been obtained already. Within
the context of binocular rivalry that is another key paradigm of perceptual instability, the spontaneous oscillations diminish when an action favoring the one possible perceptual state is implied
in the task (Maruya, Yang, & Blake, 2007).
An important yet so far unused advantage of the current modeling strategy over previous
attempts is that it naturally expands to any number of modes. Parallel to this, much richer data is
possible in the cases where agent-environment coupling is allowed to thread through more than
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two perceptual states. Accordingly, further theoretical predictions can be tested provided the appropriate paradigm could be discovered.
An implication sitting in the theoretical discussion of Experiments 2A and 2B is that
spontaneous switching is a matter of movement and attentional control. An immediate prediction
that would allow inter- and even intra-individual differences in MIB rates to be exploited is that
eye fixation strength and duration determines the likelihood of MIB occurrence. This could be
achieved by using eye-tracking and determining whether participants who are better at fixating
(either during the MIB trials or during separate control trials) observe MIB at a higher rate.
Such a paradigm could provide significant benefit with respect to the initial motivation of
Experiments 2A and 2B. The altered perception of apparent motion in the case of certain mental
conditions (Tschacher, Dubouloz, Meier, & Junghan, 2008) could be used to help understand the
disease or at least obtain specific diagnostic measures4. As already mentioned, the paradigm in its
most simple form was borrowed from studies comparing MIB rates in patients with schizophrenia and normal observers (Tschacher, Schuler, & Junghan, 2006) where it was suggested that the
power of unstable displays to evoke perceptual instabilities can be used to understand an aspect
of the positive symptoms of the disease. The mental disease is characterized by reduced rate of
occurrence of MIB and shorter periods (Tschacher, Schuler, & Junghan, 2006). In line with the
quantitative method presented here Frank and Dotov (submitted) show that this translates into
higher detuning parameter in schizophrenic patients and, accordingly, greater stability of the default mode.
Paradoxically, the patients appear better at perceiving reality if one wishes to call MIB an
illusion! This contradicts the small series of studies using dynamical systems accounts compara4 Clinical applications of ecological and dynamical theory have been sought after before (Loveland, 1991;
Fitzpatrick, Diorio, Richardson, & Schmidt, 2013)
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ble to ours (ones that involve techniques such as parameter dynamics by way of negative feedback and time-scale separation), that find that the disease is to be characterized as depending on a
reduced stability of the so-called perceptual or cognitive modes (Lerner, Bentin, & Shriki, 2012;
Pogarell, Koch, Karch, Dehning, Müller, et al., 2012; Rolls, Loh, Deco, & Winterer, 2008; ).
The proposed eye movement-tracking paradigm would be resolving the apparent inconsistency if it is found that the increased perceptual stability in the MIB paradigm for schizophrenics is actually due to reduced stability in their fixation behavior. In short, this new design would
complete the circle of exchanging methods and phenomena between the psychiatric domain and
the theoretical and experimental domain and, in so doing, could introduce interesting implications about the role of movement control in the symptomatology of the disease. The proposed
theoretical account of the temporal characteristics of perception found in a particular task and the
proposed extension of the paradigm together could serve as an entry point into issues in psychiatry in general. The first steps in applying the notion of dynamical disease (Glass & Mackey,
1988) to psychological conditions have been made (Milton & Black, 1995). Similarly, ecologically inspired accounts are in development (Rietveld, de Haan, & Denys, forthcoming).
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Chapter 4: Dynamics of perceptual instabilities
The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, it aims to demonstrate how the mathematical implementations of the theory in Chapters 2 and 3 can be unified. A hybrid model combines
GTM2 and GTM3. One key step in this unified version is to merge the control and asymmetry
parameters. Second, it aims to broaden the survey of the use of dynamical systems theory (DST)
in the domain of the behavioral sciences. Usually, mathematics is regarded as a source of quantitative rigor and a way to formalize theory in a given field of application. But one can observe an
influence unfolding in the opposite direction, where applications of DST in movement science,
psychology, biology, and neuroscience have enriched the mathematics. What motivates the
present discussion is the observation that phenomena such as perceptual instabilities and negative
hysteresis require new types of models. They are of a kind not discussed in the basic introductory
books on DST. They are, however, making their way into different domains of application. The
following pages provide a brief summary of a few such modern trends.
A unified version of GTM2 and oscillatory GTM3
A “proof-of-concept” modification of GTM2 and GM3 was developed for two reasons.
The first is the need to demonstrate that the two models as used in this dissertation do not differ
in any deep principled way. The second is the need to show that for both GTM2 and GTM3 the
control parameter can be thought of as a detuning parameter. Perceptual instabilities instantiated
by negative hysteresis and oscillations depend on the detuning parameter being of sufficiently
low absolute magnitude, a suggestion that can be found in the literature for specific classes of dynamical systems (Falsaperla, Giacobbe, & Mulone, 2012).
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To initiate the aforementioned modification, the asymmetry parameter δ found in the oscillatory GTM3 is moved from Level-1 to Level-2. Then, the intrinsic and extrinsic parts of the
availability parameters in GTM2 are combined into Level-2 . The resulting equations read
2

3

ξ̇ 1=λ 1 ξ 1−g ξ2 ξ1−ξ1
ξ̇2 =λ 2 ξ 2−g ξ21 ξ2−ξ32
−1
λ˙1 = τ (λ 1−b1−δ)
−1
λ˙ 2= τ (λ 2−b2 +δ)

(4.1)

where the imperfection parameter δ is taken to depend on the control parameter α as

δ=L (α−.5) .

(4.2)

The switching update rule is kept the same as in the oscillatory GTM3
b1=0 ∩ b 2=b 0 , if ξ 1=√ λ1 ∩ ξ2=0
.
b1=b0 ∩ b 2=0 , if ξ 1=0 ∩ ξ2=√ λ 2

(4.3)

One can think of the expression for δ as converting the control parameter into an asymmetry parameter. L is an offset parameter that scales (“stretches”) the control parameter α. Figure
4.1 illustrates the assumed relation between δ and α given an offset parameter L = 12. A fully dynamical version of the model is possible if Eq. 4.3 is replaced with a sigmoid function of the type
used in models of excitable systems and fast threshold modulation systems (see the discussion of
the oscillatory GTM3 in Chapter 3).
Separate ascending and descending trials were simulated. The dynamical system (Euler
integration, Δt = .1) defined by Eqs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 was solved numerically while incrementing
α online during the simulation runs in accord with the technique used by Ditzinger and Haken
(1989). The control parameter α covered the standard range from zero to one in discrete steps of .
05. The control parameter step period was equal to two simulated seconds under the assumption
that a step of unity in the dynamical system corresponds to a millisecond of real-world time.
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Figure 4.1. The mapping from control to asymmetry parameter allowing unification of
GTM2 and oscillatory GTM.

To avoid having to deal with transients at the beginning of the simulated trials the initial
conditions for the ξi variables set the one mode that was known to be dominant on that side of the
α spectrum to equal two with the alternative mode set to equal one. Both λ's assumed values approximately equal to one. With respect to parameters, some were kept constant across simulations: L = 12, g = e, Q = 10-3, whereas others were changed in order to determine the qualitative
characteristics of the system. Each of b0 and τ took three different values: b0 = 1, 10, or 10, and τ
= 8.5×103, 8.5×103, or 2.9×103, corresponding to the three phenomena of positive hysteresis, negative hysteresis with no additional switches, and negative hysteresis with spontaneous switching,
respectively.
Simulating the system defined by Eqs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 demonstrated that it can generate
oscillatory dynamics and positive and negative hysteresis depending on its parametric configuration. Separate runs reproducing qualitatively the three phenomena of interest are presented in
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Figure 4.2. The value of αcrit in any given trial was defined as the value of α where the first transition happened. The implications of this numerical experiment are as follows.

Figure 4.2. Simulated ascending (left) and descending (right) trials using Eqs. 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3. The two order parameters are shown in solid and dashed black lines and the control parameter incremented online is shown in gray. Each plot contains an inset with the corresponding αcrit. The system is parameterized as following: L = 12, g = e, Q = 10-3, and b0 = 1, τ
= 8.5*103 ((a) and (b), positive hysteresis), b0 = 10, τ = 8.5*103 ((c) and (d), negative hysteresis and no additional switches), and b0 = 10, τ = 2.9*103 ((e) and (f), negative hysteresis with
additional switches).
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First and foremost is the finding that a single model can implement the theoretical assumptions of both GTM2 and oscillatory GTM3. Parameter b0 plays the same role as the parameters h and b0 in the respective models and is essential in inducing an instability “early” in the
trial. In this way b0 determines whether the middle portion of the control parameter space forms a
multistable or a transiently stable region. Understood in terms of DST, bi- or multi-stability corresponds to an attractor manifold with two or more solutions that, given the constraints on the
system, are asymptotically stable. In such conditions the system does not move out of its stable
configuration unless the constraints are changed externally. Incrementing the control parameter
standing in proxy for information for action would corresponds to such a change in constraints.
On the other hand, a manifold with equilibrium solutions characterized by a stability changeable
in time can be called transiently stable.
Both negative hysteresis and spontaneous switching can occur in a region of parameter
space exhibiting such transiently stability, a property that depends on b0 being larger than zero.
What determines whether spontaneous switching occurs within the transiently stable domain is τ,
the time constant of the availability parameters dynamics. Specifically, τ needs to be low enough
relative to the time scale at which α traverses the transiently stable domain. This means that if a
higher α step period were used for the simulations introduced in this section, with a lengthening
of the overall trial, then the switches would have been more likely.
An important capability of the unified model is that it can accommodate the paradigms of
affordance boundary estimation (Chapter 2) and perceptual instabilities (Chapter 3) depending on
whether α is incremented or kept constant, respectively. Simulations of the former kind are presented in Figure 4.2. Simulations of the latter kind are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Two sample trials
were performed where α was kept constant. All other parameters assumed the values that pro-
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duced negative hysteresis and additional spontaneous switches (the third group of parameter values described above, Figure 4.2e and 4.2f). The two modes have equal periods when α = .5 (the
asymmetry δ = 0) whereas one of the two modes tends to dominate for α = .7 (the detuning or
imperfection δ = 2.4). Increasing α further would eventually lead to a stable regime with a single
mode dominating and no transient dynamics.

Figure 4.3. Two simulated trials with (a) zero (α = .5 and, consequently, δ = 0) and (b)
moderately positive (α = .7 and, consequently, δ = 2.4) values of the asymmetry parameter. All other parameters are as taken from Figure 4.2, bottom row, save for α that was
kept constant.
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To conclude this section, the unified version of the model confirms two related intuitions
that were spelled out earlier. First, the control parameter manipulated in various behavioral experiments can be thought of as an asymmetry parameter. Second, symmetry plays a key role in
giving rise to perceptual instabilities. Accordingly, the art of creating phenomenally alluring
Gestalt figures seems to involve crafting displays containing a level of symmetry rarely encountered by human participants in their usual environment. This thinking can be reinforced by further consideration of the connection between symmetry and stability. An observation that is difficult to spell out formally is that the more symmetric a system is in nature, the easier it is to break
its symmetry and, in this way, take the system out of its current equilibrium solution. As intuited
already, symmetric configurations are, in some sense, less stable than their corresponding configurations produced by symmetry breaking. For instance, analyzing a given system in terms of
symmetry breaking that leads to a given configuration can be a very powerful method in trying to
understand the nature of the system (Stewart & Golubitsky, 1992) but the opposite route of “symmetry reconstitution” is a difficult one to follow.
DST for perceiving-acting systems: metastability, resource-driven dynamics, timing, and
excitability.
Reviewing the work of a number of scholars extending the application of DST in the behavioral sciences reveals some interesting trends. An important theme can be summarized under
the label of metastability and it consists of a family of related notions—winner-less competition,
transients, and stable transients. A further and ecologically relevant theoretical implication follows from the incorporation of resources into the model systems. The following provides, by
means of examples, a brief explanation of the foregoing concepts together with their theoretical
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implications and their embodiment in the modeling framework advanced by Frank (Frank et al.,
2009, 2010) on the basis of earlier work by Haken (1991).
Metastability: when winner-takes-all competition turns into winner-loses-it-all. The
classical textbook examples of dynamical systems that have received thorough analytical treatment usually consist of stationary manifolds (e.g. Strogatz, 1994). The topological properties of
these manifolds can possess various types of limit sets consisting of nodes, cycles, strange attractors, chaos, and a whole spectrum of combinations of these. When parameters are changed gradually the manifolds can change gradually, also going through bifurcations. Although such systems have proven their value, they only go some of the way in accounting for phenomena typically observed in the behavior of living systems.
Living systems do not have limit sets in the strictly mathematical sense. They only have
temporary attractors. After they spend some time somewhere in phase space, sometimes at a
seemingly perfectly stable fixed point, they always get perturbed, kicked, or re-parameterized
into going somewhere else in phase space. Chaotic attractors might give a good account of this
itinerant behavior but they exhibit profoundly different properties in their timing because their
evolution is too smooth for the intermittent and sudden character of living systems. Accordingly,
one necessary step towards increasing the scope of model systems is to endow them, as suggested earlier, with parameter dynamics. This is also in line with the taxonomy of “levels of dynamics” (Farmer, 1990; Saltzman & Munhall, 1992).
The level of parameter dynamics can be incorporated in the mathematical formalism easily, at the expense of some analytical accessibility. The experiments presented in Chapters 2 and
3 showed how this could be achieved. For example, the oscillatory GTM3 exhibits an interesting
property: spontaneous oscillations between alternative modes. Level-1 is a winner-takes-all
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model, as coined by Haken. In the appropriate conditions, however, Level-2 turns things around
by punishing the winner in Level-1 and, thus, achieving intermittent switches among the modes
which themselves appear as temporary fixed points5. This type of dynamic has been called winner-less competition (Milton, 2000; Rabinovich, Muezzinoglu, Strigo, & Bystritsky, 2010), transient and metastable dynamic (Friston, 1997, 2000), and recurrent, stable transient and
metastable dynamic (Rabinovich et al., 2010).
By way of empirical studies matched with estimating the parameters of GTM2 and oscillatory GTM3, the present dissertation has shown that self-induced destabilization is characteristic
of what the ecological approach to perception-action might describe as pathological, or at least
impoverished, instances of perception-action6. The strength of the argument is reinforced by the
apparent convergence between the present research and similar research of others (see below).
Specifically, similar models consisting of time-scale separated feedback parameter dynamics
with relaxation character have also been offered as explanations of qualitatively similar pathological phenomena of instability observed in mental disease such as–schizophrenia (Rolls, Loh,
Deco, & Winterer, 2008; Lerner, Bentin, & Shriki, 2012) and obsessive-compulsive, anxiety, and
attention-deficit disorders (Bystritsky, Nierenberg, Feusner, & Rabinovich, 2011). Similar logic
is to be found also in work on epilepsy (Milton, 2000). Finally, models characterized by Turing
instability have been used to understand hallucinatory experiences driven by “sensorimotor decoupling” induced chemically or through sensory deprivation (Froese, Woodward, & Ikegami,
5

Of course, the division into key variables, i.e. order parameters and parameters is only relative. In fact,
the family of GT models is all unified systems with some variables that are “slow” and others that are
“fast.”

6

Not surprisingly, the importance of dynamical instabilities has been stressed much more in the
neurosciences where quite often the experimental paradigms attempt to reduce perception to
meaningless primitives that supposedly serve as building blocks and little care is taken to address
realistic situations. In the future, DST motivated by problems in perception-action would have to deal
with how the attractor space, found to be destabilized by breaking the perception loop is obtained to
begin with.
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2013). Although the last two types of systems in question are a little further ahead as formalisms
from those defined in the present document, the overall convergence in thinking should not be
overlooked.
Stable behavior without stable fixed points. Transient dynamics are important in yet
another way. A lot can be achieved by a perceiving-acting agent that does not have access to a
limit set in the dynamics of its control law or that achieves resolution of a problem by way of
subtle differentiation in the transient dynamics of its control law (Buckley, Fine, Bullock, & Di
Paolo, 2008; Buhrmann, Di Paolo, & Barandiaran, 2013). For example, a minimal mobile robot
implementing Haken-Kelso-Bunz (HKB) dynamics as a control law coupling sensors to actuators
is perfectly capable of navigating to its target when HKB is constrained in the metastable regime
(Santos, Barandiaran, Husbands, Aguilera, & Bedia, 2012). Metastable is understood here in the
fashion popularized by Kelso (1995), namely—a ghost attractor hovering near a bifurcation
where an actual fixed point for relative phase would appear (Kelso & Tognoli, 2009). Achieving
successful behavior without having to rely on a stable solution (in the limit of infinity) of the dynamical control law is an important result if one also takes it that metastability facilitates the
flexibility and adaptability of a perceptual system (Freeman & Barrie, 1994; Friston, 2000). The
studies with evolved artificial agents presented in this paragraph show that one might not even
have to compromise flexibility for stability in that stable overall behavior can be achieved without stability at any particular subset of the perception-action loop.
Affordances as resources. Some of the aforementioned research explicitly treats the parameter dynamics in Level-2 as dependent on a resource (Lerner, Bentin, & Shriki, 2012; Pogarell et al., 2012; Rolls, Loh, Deco, & Winterer, 2008). While the focus of the research is the
availability of neurotransmitters, the preceding chapters have pointed to an ecological interpreta-
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tion of what “resource” in GTM2: a property in the environment affording an action that is meaningful to the perceiver. This could be the way to further understanding the self-induced destabilization dynamic. The important realization is that the competitive principle is not rooted in mutually inhibitory feedback between modes or nodes but about competition for a resource defined
at the level of agent and environment. This is how ecological theory could be fed back in the
mathematical formalism.
The proposed ecological interpretation of Haken's (1991) approach can be clarified further. Such an interpretation is important because it gives a meaningful ecological justification to
Haken's winner-takes-all strategy which, on the face of it, could be taken as a mathematical trick
to make sure that only one stable solution exists, i.e. only one mode is active at any time. When a
perception-action coordination mode gains advantage in its usage of a resource it also reduces the
resource available for the alternative modes. In this way, a winning mode can quickly assume full
dominance in a locally exponential manner. Alternatively, a suppressed mode can take over the
system dynamics when the available resource is not being utilized efficiently by the temporarily
dominant mode. This is also more likely to happen when the alternative modes do not actually
compete for the resource. This is the scenario of lower g (less to no competition) and higher h
(more pronounced self-inhibition) observed for the action-impoverished conditions described in
Chapter 2. Sometimes such a switch can be driven by nothing more than a random kick in what
has been called “noise-induced switching” (Milton, 2000). In Chapter 3, such scenario characterized the recurrent spontaneous switching in the extended class of Gestalt-like displays, see Figure
4.4. Notice that these displays are poor in affording action. Ecological theory interprets the inability to use resources efficiently (hypothesized to happen in the large functional distance condi-
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tions in the experiments of Chapter 2 and the full paradigm in Chapter 3) as inability to close the
perception-action loop simply because appropriate action is not available.

Figure 4.4. The distribution of δ parameters determined in Chapter 3 to fit the empirically observed MIB periods. The dashed line marks the upper range for spontaneous switching in the deterministic case of Eqs. 3.1-3.

Timing. There is yet another important property of the family of GT models, a property
that has received little attention throughout this dissertation. The time-scale separation and modulation of the decay rate at Level-2 allows the order parameters at Level-1 to achieve a very
sharp switching that can be described as a “snap”. The latter allows for precise temporal control.
Consider the motor control literature where classical DST-based accounts are said to suffer from
“sluggishness.” The purported weakness is in that they reach their limit sets in the mathematical
limit of infinity. This is a condition that makes them very unsuitable for the requirements of motor control where timing is crucial (Guigon, 2011).
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Excitability. An initial motivation behind the current study was to support the hypothesis
that negative hysteresis is related in an important way to the notion of excitability. This hypothesis was based on the following observation. Physical systems such as lasers (Choi, White, Wood,
Dodson, Vasavada, et al., 1999 ; Pisarchik, Kuntsevich, Meucci, & Allaria, 2001) and cardiac tissue (Lorente & Davidenko, 1990) that exhibit the phenomenon have all been described as excitable media. Yet, the mathematical systems called excitable systems have not been put against
the test of accounting for negative hysteresis. Frank's GT models (Frank et al., 2009, 2010) are
similar to exemplary excitable systems, i.e. excitable coupled Van der Pol oscillators and coupled
FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators, but they are not formally equivalent and we cannot conclude yet
that we have found confirmation the hypothesized relation between negative hysteresis, perceptual instabilities, and excitability of active systems.
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Appendix A: Unstable Gestalt displays from a Gibsonian perspective
A perception that switches spontaneously might seem at first to be very counter-intuitive
if your intuitions are in unison with the ecological tradition. The preceding sections have
addressed the issue of multiple opportunities for action coupled with exploratory behavior and
varying goals of the perceiver. But how does this help explain the phenomenon of oscillating
reports when the perceiver is not engaged in any activity? The oscillation appears to be a
completely endogenously generated change—there is no change in the relation between the
perceiver and the environment and there is no trajectory of a moving point of observation that
can lead to perspectival changes, a transformation of the optic array, because the image is
projected on a screen (Gibson, 1971). The implication seems to be that a person can switch
things in the world, on and off, at the whim of the brain or mind (depending on whether you
would like to be a reductionist or rationalist, respectively). If this were all that could be said
about the phenomenon of spontaneously oscillating figures then it would have unfavorable and
unsavory philosophical consequences.
One possible answer is that the instance of an awake and alert perceiver who is not
engaged in any activity simply does not exist and that while unstable Gestalt-like displays do not
afford much, they do afford at least some basic exploratory activities of the visual system such as
changing the attitude of the eyes to select a different potion of the environment, refocusing,
tracking, etc. It follows that while the discussion in this project is cast in terms of situating
perception into two categorically different environments—natural/affordance-rich and
laboratory/affordance-impoverished—in reality these lie on a continuum.
Gibson describes the unstable displays that are under discussion here as offering
“equivocal” information—information for two different configurations is available (Gibson,
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1971). Some tiny little adjustment needs to be made somewhere to let the visual system attune to
the one or the other figure. Such adjustments could consist of refocusing, recentering, eye
movements in general as mediating attention (Itti & Koch, 2001), or something else.
Interestingly, a somewhat similar situation arises in selective perception by dynamic touch
(Carello & Turvey, 2004).The same overall array, in this case an inertia tensor, specifies different
properties and which property the perceiver attunes to depends on intention. The perceiver could
perceive selectively either width or height (Turvey, Burton, Amazeen, Butwill, & Carello, 1998),
length of a rod or extension of reach by a rod (Carello, Fitzpatrick, & Turvey, 1992), and gap size
or gap distance (Barac-Cikoja & Turvey, 1995). The difference between the unstable visual
display and these paradigms could go further than mere modality, but it is also clear that the
studies do not need to deal with the aforementioned controversy simply because the centuriesworth of bad intuitions about how vision works do not transfer readily to the dynamic touch
subsystem of haptic perception.
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Appendix B: The accommodation reflex as an instantiation of maximum grip
A prototypical and very basic example of maximum grip at work is the accommodation
reflex of the eye7. The eye always adjusts itself, to the limit of its abilities, so as to bring to focus
whatever appears in the center of the field of vision. These adjustments are so quick and efficient
that we usually do not even notice that such a behavior exists until acuity problems emerge. A
visual perceptual system having the optic array in focus is indispensable for the pickup of
information that, in turn, is indispensable for visually guided navigation and action in general. As
a result, the corrections of attitude, pupil dilation and lens shape of the eye make for a
prototypical case of action taken to increase the informational coupling with the layout of surface
surrounding the perceiver.
One might argue that the accommodation reflex is too much of an automatic neurophysiological machinery to be regarded as an instance of perception-action of an intentional
agent (a common argument, e.g., Fodor, 1975, that throws everything that is obviously nonrepresentational into the bin of behaviorism or neural behaviorism). This could be true only if
one ignores the developmental phase of perceptual skill. Infants have to put in a lot of work to
develop the skill of accommodation and only after they develop accommodation can they start
learning the other skills involved in visual perception. It would be inappropriate to exclude this
behavior from the list of relevant phenomena only because at a later stage in development it turns
into a mere reflex, not to mention how the problematic nature of the notion of reflex (Dewey,
1896; Turvey, 2004).

7 Posture control could serve as an example just as well. The notion of maximum grip is targeting a level of
intentional behavior that has the same function as Bernstein's (1996) first level of movement preparation.
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Appendix C: Determining the value of a hard limit for β-tracking
A fundamental theoretical assumption of the current study is that perceptual modes are
primarily perception-action modes. Affordances lie at the basis of the ontology of perception
(Dotov, Nie, & De Wit, 2012; Turvey, 1992). Body-scaled information underlies the perception
of affordances. In the ecological literature the information for a given affordance is often treated
as homeomorphic with a control parameter called a π number. Such numbers, equaling an
environmental quantity scaled by a bodily quantity have been shown to be instrumental in
controlling a number of behaviors. Examples are stepping on elevated surfaces (Warren, 1984),
passing through apertures (Warren & Wang, 1987), and grasping (Newell, Scully, Tenenbaum, &
Hardiman, 1989), to name a few.
What is the scaling quantity that converts the control parameter in the present
Experiments 1A and 1B into body-scaled information for the perception of an affordance? The
limitations on the act of tracking a moving target are what need to be accounted for to define the
π number. Aside from transformations that specify the translation of the moving target between
frames no information for the identity of the target is available after the beginning of the trial. All
objects on the screen are instantiations of the same object making together the symmetry group
of rotation by 40° about an axis in the center. As the frame update rate increases the β-target
movement rate on the screen also increases and at a certain point exceeds the tracking abilities of
the participant. It is hypothesized that, since object identity is specified by its translation into a
gap adjacent to it, a hard limit on a participant's ability to track the object would be set by the
participant's ability to detect such an opening.
The limitations on the aforementioned ability have been studied extensively in the past
and form a classical topic in the psychophysical tradition of perception science. The body of
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work can be summarized under the topic of “visual persistence”. Visual persistence was meant to
address a phenomenon resembling after-images.A viewer might see a light of brief duration (in
the order of ms) some time after it ends, or see it as belonging to a temporally non-coincident
region of light. The inverse phenomenon is when a light is interrupted briefly but the interruption
is not perceived as a discontinuity in illumination. In such a case the participant fails to detect
information specifying the disappearance, translation, or occlusion of a light emitting source. A
debate existed among vision scientists for some time whether the nature of this phenomenon is
physiological (transient activation in the photo-receptors and higher neural pathways generates
an afterimage), information processing (latency to computationally integrate the stimulus), or
pattern-completion non-specific to type of process. The evidence suggests that all may
contribute.
The nature of this phenomenon, however, is not of central significance for the purposes of
the current study. It is perfectly in line with the Gibsonian tradition to accept that different sorts
of constraints, including physiological ones, limit the detection of information and that in some
instances these will interfere noticeably with information detection. For example, no one would
argue that visual acuity is irrelevant for the study of driving. What is important is to use the
existing literature to determine the implied boundary conditions.
The experimental paradigms usually consist of stroboscopically presented arrays of dots,
in some cases a single dot. The participant's task might be that of (a) detecting a missing dot or a
dot that has changed location, (b) detecting a discontinuity in a train of stimuli, or (c) reporting a
pattern defined by sequentially presented combinations of dots. Depending on the paradigm
visual persistence has been reported to equal 40 to 50 ms in the inter-stimulus interval (ISI)
(Sperling, 1960), 60 ms (Shioiri & Cavanagh, 1992), 100 ms (Farrell, Putnam, & Shepard, 1984),
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80-100 ms in completely dark conditions (Sperling, 1960), 80-100 and more to a stimulus-onsetasynchrony of 120 ms(di Lollo, 1977, 1980), that is, 60 ms ISI combined with 60 ms stimulus
duration (Warren, 1977).
Most of these studies report visual persistence as a constant that is determined by way of
different criteria. One such criterion is the ISI level corresponding to 50% success rate in a task.
In reality, however, not a threshold but a function relates ISI (or SOA) to visual persistence. As
reported by di Lollo (1977, 1980), the strength of visual persistence in certain temporal
integration and pattern masking tasks varies as a non-linear exponential-like function of SOA
where the strength is initially high, begins to decline at 40 ms and asymptotes to zero beyond 100
ms. This implies that the sought after hard limit can be lower than most of the reported visual
persistence constants. For this purpose 50 ms or 20 Hz was the value selected in the present
research, a value at the low end of the spectrum, to be the body-scaling constant that converts the
control parameter into a variable indexing the ability of the participants to track targets moving
into a briefly appearing gap.
Arguably, as Neisser (1976) would warn us, all this discussion pertains to
stroboscopically constructed visual arrays which might not be particularly informative about
visual perception because in the usual visual world the information for object identity and for
events is based on smoothly moving occluding edges (also as cited in Szokolszky, 2013).
Counter-arguments are available, some of them coming from Gibson (1954, p. 307):
“Stroboscopic stimulation differs from so-called "real" stimulation only in being discontinuous
when the latter is continuous. The relations of order are the same in both .” In fact, this is an old
problem that still has not received its due treatment and one that will not be resolved in the
present document.
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Appendix D: Parameters of the GTM2
The parameters are
(1+ g) f α
2g

(C1)

2−(α inc +α dec )+Δ α +f α
2−(α inc+ αdec )+ Δ α−f α

(C2)

h=
and
g=

which are calculated with from the ascending and decreasing trial transition points using
Δ α=α inc−α dec ,
−Δ α

f α=

log 10 (1+ B
log 10 B

)

(C3)
,

(C4)

L2,0=1−αinc −α dec ,

(C5)

B=109 .

(C6)

and

